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2.0 Objectives: 

After studying this unit, you will be able to 

•  understand the development of drama after Euripides. 

•  know about the life and works of Euripides. 

•  know the detailed summary of the playMedea. 

•  understand themes and characters in the play. 

•  know about the symbols and techniques of the play. 

•  able to answer the question in this unit. 

2.1 Greek Drama: 

2.1.1 Introduction:  

 Drama is a literary composition written to be performed by actors .In a Greek 

tragedy a central character called a tragic protagonist or hero suffers some serious 

misfortune and the misfortune is logically connected with the hero's actions.You've 

already read one drama before:  The modern word "drama" comes from the Greek 

word dran meaning "to do". 

 The art of theatre began in Ancient Greece and flourished in the city-state of 

Athens in the 6th century B.C. The birth of theatre took place in the City of Dionysia, 

during a religious festival which honored the god Dionysus, the Greek god of 

wine.At this festival, the Greeks would sing and dance, dress up as goats, sacrifice 

goats, imbibe lots of wine, and worship Dionysus. 
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    Greek Drama Origins-At this festival,the Greeks sung dithyrambs (or hymns) as 

a form of worship. Specifically, a group of about 50 people who officially performed 

the dithyrambs in the festival were collectively called The Chorus. Sometime during 

the 6th century, a priest named Thespis of Icaria added to the typical singing at this 

festival speaking and pretending to be someone else and thus became the first person 

to act. Thespis is thus dubbed the first actor or Thespian as they are called today to 

honor him. 

 The festival of Dionysus-Each year at the festival there was a contest for the 

best tragedies written and performed .The festival allowed three playwrights to have 

their plays performed in the tragic contests·Each contestant was required to submit 

three tragedies and one satyr play (a form of comedy that required the chorus to dress 

as the satyr companions of Dionysus).It is assumed that the tragedies were required 

to be in the form of a trilogy. 

 Tragedy is an imitation of a serious action, which will arouse pity and fear in the 

viewer. The protagonists are unable to overcome the obstacles against them, often 

due to a "fatal flaw" or negative character, which is often hubris or pride "Tragic 

Hero- A character, usually of high birth, neither totally good nor totally evil but 

possessing great characteristics and strengths, whose downfall is brought about by 

some weakness in error in judgment.During the festivities for the God, a goat was 

being sacrificed and the satyrs were singing the lamentation song for the sacrificed 

goat. "  

2.1.2 The Literary Genre  

 Having already studied Shakespeare’s Othello, it won’t surprise you to learn that 

the word "tragedy" refers primarily to tragic drama: a literary composition written to 

be performed by actors in which a central character called a tragic protagonist or hero 

suffers some serious misfortune which is not accidental (and therefore meaningless), 

but is significant in that the misfortune is logically connected with the hero's actions. 

Tragedy stresses the vulnerability of human beings whose suffering is brought on by 

a combination of human and divine actions, but is generally undeserved with regard 

to its harshness.  
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2.1.3Reading versus Viewing Tragedy  

 Tragedy was a public genre from its earliest beginnings in Athens; that is, it was 

intended to be presented in a theater before an audience. In the fourth century 

Aristotle points out in his Poetics that it is possible to experience the effect of tragedy 

without public performance (i.e., by private reading). Tragedy was still being written 

and produced in the Athenian theater in Aristotle's day, but the plays of the three 

great tragedians (Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides) and no doubt of other 

playwrights were also being read privately. Reading, of course, is our primary means 

of access to ancient tragedy except for occasional modern productions, which help us 

to a certain degree to appreciate its theatricality, but for the most part provide quite a 

different theatrical experience from that offered by the ancient productions.  

 Private reading of tragedy deprives us of the visual and aural effects, which 

were important elements of this genre. The author of a tragedy was not just a writer 

of a script. When his work was approved for presentation at the state religious 

festival in honor of the god Dionysus (the City Dionysia), the state assigned him 

actors and a chorus. The author then had to perform the additional tasks of training 

the actors and chorus and of composing the music for the various songs of the actors 

and chorus and providing choreography for the chorus. Because we usually read 

tragedies rather than seeing theatrical productions of them and also because our 

reading is usually in translation, we miss the following elements which are additional 

aids to interpretation beyond the script of the play: scenery, inflection of actors' 

voices, actors' gestures and postures, costumes and masks, singing, dancing, sounds 

of the original language and its various poetic rhythms. These handicaps, however, 

are no reason to neglect tragedy. We still have the most essential element of drama, 

the words, the playwright's most important medium of communication. According to 

Aristotle, "the plot is the soul of tragedy," and the plot is communicated to the 

audience primarily by means of words. You should, however, keep in mind that 

words are not all there is to tragedy. Use your imagination as much as possible in 

order to compensate for those theatrical elements lost in reading tragedy.  

2.1.4 Tragic Festival  

 The Athenian theater was financed by the Athenian state as an integral part of an 

Athenian religious festival in the city Dionysia. Three tragic poets were chosen to 

present their plays; each presented a tetralogy (a group of four plays), three tragedies 
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and a satyr play (a comic entertainment to lighten the atmosphere). All the extant 

[still existing, not lost] tragedies of Sophocles and Euripides do not belong to 

connected trilogies, but are self-contained dramas. The tragic poets competed with 

one another and their efforts were ranked by a panel of judges. Aeschylus won 

thirteen first place victories; Sophocles, twenty four; and Euripides, five. Euripides's 

relatively small number of victories is due more to his unpopularity among the 

Athenians because of certain radical themes in his plays than any lack of ability as a 

tragedian.  

2.1.5Theater Space  

 The theater of Dionysus was, like all ancient Greek theaters, an open-air 

auditorium and, due to the lack of lighting, performances took place during the day. 

Scenes set at night had to be identified as such by the actors or the chorus; the 

audience, upon receiving these verbal cues, had to use its imagination. In general, the 

action of tragedy was well served by presentation in an open-air theater since interior 

scenes, which are common in our typically indoor theaters, are non-existent in 

tragedy. The action of a tragedy normally takes place in front of palaces, temples and 

other outdoor settings. This seemed natural to the ancient audience because Greek 

public affairs, whether civic or religious, were conducted out of doors.  

 The theater of Dionysus in the earliest days of tragedy (late 6th–early 5th 

century BCE) must have consisted of only the most basic elements. All that was 

required was a circular dancing area for the chorus (and the orchestra) at the base of a 

gently sloping hill, on which spectators could sit and watch the performance. On the 

other side of the orchestra facing the spectators there probably stood a tent in which 

the actors could change their costumes (one actor would play more than one part). 

This is suggested by the word skene which means “tent,” and was used to refer to a 

wooden wall having doors and painted to represent a palace, temple or whatever 

setting was required. The wall, which eventually became a full-fledged stage 

building, probably acquired this name because it replaced the original tent. The 

construction of the wooden skene (compare our theatrical terms "scene" and 

"scenery") and of a formal seating area consisting of wooden benches on the slope, 

which had been hollowed out, probably took place sometime toward the middle of 

the fifth century. This was no doubt the form of the theater in which the later plays of 

Aeschylus and those of Sophocles and Euripides were presented. The actors 
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positioned themselves either in the orchestra with the chorus or on the steps leading 

to the doors of the skene. The theater of Dionysus as it survives today with the 

remains of an elaborate stone skene, paved orchestra and marble seats was built in 

the last third of the fourth century BC This stone theater had a capacity of 

approximately fifteen thousand spectators; the plays of Aeschylus, Sophocles, and 

Euripides in the earlier wooden theater were viewed by audiences of comparable 

numbers.  

2.1.6Mechanical Devices  

 Two mechanical devices that were part of the ancient Greek theater deserve 

mention. One device is the ekkyklema (“a wheeled-out thing”), a platform on wheels 

rolled out through one of the doors of the skene, on which a tableau was displayed 

representing the result of an action indoors (e.g., a murder) and therefore had not 

been performed for the audience. The other device is called a mechane (“theatrical 

machine”), a crane to which a cable with a harness for an actor was attached. This 

device allowed an actor portraying a god or goddess to arrive on scene in the most 

realistic way possible, from the sky. The mechane deposited the actor on top of the 

skene so that he as a deity could address the human characters from an appropriately 

higher level. This device was not exclusively limited for use by divine characters, but 

was employed whenever the plot required any character to fly. On the other hand, not 

every god arrived on scene by means of this machine. The Latin phrase deus ex 

machina (“the god from the machine”) is often used to refer to the appearance of 

gods by means of the mechanein tragedy. (Just so you know, the phrase deus ex 

machinais also employed in a disparaging sense in modern literary criticism to refer 

to an improbable character or event introduced by an author to resolve a difficult 

situation; this secondary meaning of deus ex machinadeveloped from the practice of 

inferior ancient dramatists who introduced a god at the end of a play in order to 

untangle a badly snarled plot.)  

2.1.7Actors and their Masks  

 The actors in tragedy were hired and paid by the state and assigned to the tragic 

poets, probably by lot. By the middle of the fifth century three actors were required 

for the performance of a tragedy. In descending order of importance of the roles they 

assumed they were called the protagonist (“first actor”—a term also applied in 

modern literary criticism to the central character of a play), deuteragonist (“second 
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actor”) and tritagonist (“third actor”). The protagonist took the role of the most 

important character in the play while the other two actors played the lesser roles. 

Since most plays have more than two or three characters (although never more than 

three speaking actors in the same scene), all three actors played multiple roles. [Note 

that in modern literary criticism, i.e. how we analyze literature today, the term 

“protagonist” refers to the central character of the play, not the actor.]  

 Since women were not allowed to take part in dramatic productions, male actors 

had to play female roles. The playing of multiple roles, both male and female, was 

made possible by the use of masks, which prevented the audience from identifying 

the face of any actor with one specific character in the play and helped eliminate the 

physical incongruity of men impersonating women. The masks with subtle variations 

also helped the audience identify the sex, age, and social rank of the characters. The 

fact that the chorus remained in the orchestra throughout the play and sang and 

danced choral songs between the episodes allowed the actors to exit after an episode 

in order to change mask and costume and assume a new role in the next episode 

without any illusion-destroying interruption in the play. The main duty of an actor 

was, of course, to speak the dialogue assigned to his characters. This, however, was 

not the only responsibility of the actor. He occasionally had to sing songs solo or 

with the chorus or with other actors (e.g., a song of lament called a kommos). The 

combination of acting and singing ability must have been as rare in the ancient world 

as it is today.  

2.1.8The Chorus  

 For the modern reader the chorus is one of the more foreign elements of tragedy. 

The chorus is not one of the conventions of modern tragedy. We associate the chorus 

with such musical forms as opera and musicals. But tragedy was not just straight 

drama. It was interspersed with songs sung both by actors and chorus and also with 

dancing by the chorus. The modern parallel for tragedy is actually opera (along with 

its descendant, musicals), a dramatic form containing song and dance.  

 The chorus, unlike the actors, were non-professionals who had a talent for 

singing and dancing and were trained by the poet in preparation for the performance. 

The standard number of members of a chorus was twelve throughout most of 

Aeschylus's career, but was raised to fifteen by Sophocles. The chorus, like the 

actors, wore costumes and masks.  
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The first function of a tragic chorus was to chant an entrance song called a parodos 

as they marched into the orchestra. The entrance song took its name from the two 

ramps (parodoi) on either side of the orchestra that the chorus used as it made its 

way into the orchestra. Once the chorus had taken its position in the orchestra, its 

duties were twofold. It engaged in dialogue with characters through its leader (called 

the Coryphaeus), who alone spoke the lines of dialogue assigned to the chorus. The 

tragic chorus's most important function was to sing and dance choral songs called 

stasima (singular = stasimon). The modern reader of Greek tragedy, whether in 

English or even in the original Greek, finds it very difficult to appreciate the effect of 

these choral songs, which lack their original music and dance.  

2.1.9The Structure of Greek Tragedy  

 Tragedy has a characteristic structure in which scenes of dialogue alternate with 

choral songs. This arrangement allows the chorus to comment in its song in a general 

way on what has been said and/or done in the preceding scene. Most tragedies begin 

with an opening scene of expository dialogue or monologue called a prologue. After 

the prologue the chorus marches into the orchestra chanting the parodos. Then 

follows a scene of dialogue called an episode, which in turn is followed by the first 

stasimon. The alternation of episode and stasimon continues until the last stasimon, 

after which there is a final scene of dialogue called an exodos (“exit scene”). In 

general the exodos is a scene of dialogue, but, as in the case of episodes, sometimes 

songs are included, especially in the form of a kommos, a song of lament. To 

visualize the structure, here is the structure of a typical Greek tragedy, but keep in 

mind that some tragedies have one more or one less episode and stasimon; in fact, 

Euripides' Medea has five episodes/stasima; the specific structure of Medea is 

explained below.  

Prologue  

Parodos  

First Episode  

First Stasimon  

Second Episode  

Second Stasimon  
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Third Episode  

Third Stasimon  

Fourth Episode  

Fourth Stasimon  

Exodos, perhaps with Kommos. 

2.2 Life and Works of Euripides 

 Historians posit that Euripides, the youngest of the three great tragedians, was 

born in Salamis between 485 and 480 B.C.E. During his lifetime, the Persian Wars 

ended, ushering in a period of prosperity and cultural exploration in Athens. Of the 

art forms that flourished during this era, drama was by many measures the most 

distinctive and influential. Among Euripides’ contemporaries were Aeschylus, 

Sophocles, and Aristophanes, and these four men dominated the Athenian stage 

throughout the fifth century B.C.E. Though scholars know little about the life of 

Euripides since most sources are based on legend, there are more extant Euripidean 

dramas than those of Aeschylus and Sophocles combined. In his own lifetime, 

however, Euripides was the least successful of his contemporaries, winning the 

competition at the City Dionysia only four times. 

 Though his plays sometimes suffer from weak structure and wandering focus, he 

was the most innovative of the tragedians and reshaped the formal structure of Greek 

tragedy by focusing on strong female characters and an intelligent serving class. 

Although his contemporaries also depicted complex women (Aeschylus’ 

Clytemnestra and Cassandra; Sophocles’ Electra, Antigone, and Deianeira), 

Euripides concentrated on the interiority of his characters. Because of this focus on 

psychological motives, some have called Euripides the father of the modern 

psychological tragedy. 

 Euripides would often take a myth and delve into a problematic event or action 

that calls the rest of the myth’s ideology into question. In Alcestis, for example, he 

takes a story of a wife's goodness and transforms it into an indictment of her 

husband, and, by extension, an indictment of the patriarchal values that the old 

legend promoted. His Orestes can be seen as a brilliant anti-tragedy, a work that 

questions the aesthetic assumptions of Greek drama. In this work, he includes the 
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happy conclusion of his original mythic source but leaves us knowing that the 

characters are undeserving of this happiness. 

 As one of the darkest and most disturbing of the Greek dramatists, Euripides 

questions authority, and, in his plays, he reveals a fascination with the oppressed, 

including women, barbarians, and slaves. His complex representations of perverse, 

violent, and monstrous women demonstrate his interest in the role of women in 

society. He further questions hollow or hypocritical ideals. While Aeschylus depicts 

a vision of history and teleology and Sophocles portrays heroes, Euripides creates 

real men with all-too-human weaknesses. His is a voice of conscience, unafraid to 

reveal the world underneath Athens’ veneer of cultural and social advancement. The 

views expressed in Euripides’ tragedies seem almost prescient. After years of warfare 

(the Second Peloponnesian War began in 431 B.C.E.) and internal political strife, 

Athens fell to Sparta in 404 B.C.E., two years after the death of Euripides. 

 At the invitation of King Archelaus of Macedon, Euripides left Athens in 408 

B.C.E. (although he may have faced danger in Athens for his subversive ideas). In 

Macedonia, he wrote The Bacchae, a complex play that depicts the destructive power 

of chaos and the godly wrath of Dionysus. The play is arguably Euripides' 

masterpiece, but he did not live to see it performed in Athens. He died in 406 B.C.E., 

and in 405 B.C.E., his son returned to Athens to produce Euripides’ last works at 

the City Dionysia. The Bacchae and its companion pieces won first prize. 

I) Answer the following questions with one word/phrase/sentence each. 

1) What are the major plays of Euripides? 

2) Who dominated the Athenian stage throughout the fifth century B.C.E.? 

3) Which is Euripides’ last work? 

2.3 Brief Introduction to Medea 

 The play is set in Korinth, where Jason and Medea have sought refugewith their 

two sons after the murder of Pelias. As the play openswe hear from Medea’s nurse 

that Jason has married the princess ofKorinth, and that Medea is devastated. As the 

play progresses we seeMedea determine to take her revenge on Jason, deciding that 

the onlyway to hurt him as he has hurt her is to kill their children. Although 

sheagonises over the decision, Medea does eventually kill her sons, as wellas Jason’s 

new bride. The play closes as Medea takes the bodies of hersons in the chariot of her 
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grandfather, Helios. She will go to Athenswhere she has been promised asylum by 

King Aegeus, and she leavesJason with a prophecy that he will live out his life alone, 

finally to bekilled by a beam falling from the rotting hull of his ship, the Argo. 

2.4 Characters List 

• Nurse of Medea 

• Tutor to Jason and Medea’s children 

• Medea daughter of Aietes, King of Colchis 

• Chorus of Corinthian women with their leader 

• Creon king of Corinth 

• Jason leader of the Argonauts 

• Aegeus king of Athens 

• Messenger servant in Jason’s household 

• Children Jason and Medea’s two sons 

2.5 Brief Summary of Medea 

 The Golden Fleece. Medea is a native of Kolchis on the edge of theBlack Sea, a 

region which was identified by the Greek world as onthe fringes of civilised society. 

As the daughter of King Aietes,Medea is the granddaughter of Helios, the sun god, 

and niece toKirke, the sorceress famed in Homer’s Odyssey. Medea’s mythicallife is 

generally activated by the arrival of Jason and the Argonautswhen they come to 

Kolchis to capture the Golden Fleece. Jasonhas been set this seemingly impossible 

task by his uncle Pelias,who is attempting to prevent the young heir from taking 

thethrone in Iolkos. Medea falls in love with Jason and uses hermagical powers to 

help him overcome the obstacles which Aietesputs before him. She leaves Kolchis 

with Jason, and kills her ownbrother Apsyrtos in the process. During the journey 

home, Medeacauses the death of Talos, a bronze giant who threatens theArgonauts. 

 Medea comes to Greece as Jason’s wife and uses her powersto rejuvenate Aison, 

Jason’s father. There are also references toMedea rejuvenating Jason himself. 

 In Iolkos, Medea causes the death of Pelias, either on her owninitiative or at 

Jason’s request as he attempts to secure his position(there are no accounts which 
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show Jason succeeding in gainingthe throne of Iolkos). Medea demonstrates to 

Pelias’ daughters(the Peliades) how she can rejuvenate the old, by killing an oldram 

which then emerges from her cauldron as a much youngeranimal. Inspired by this, 

the daughters decide to procure the sameanti-ageing treatment for their father, and 

proceed to kill him.Medea fails to perform the trick for the old man, who thus 

remainsdead. Medea and Jason are forced to flee. 

 The story moves to Korinth, where Medea, Jason and their childrenfind 

sanctuary. The most famous narrative resumes whenJason marries the princess of 

Korinth, who is sometimes calledGlauke or Kreousa. Outraged by this betrayal, 

Medea causes thedeath of the princess and exacts terrible revenge on Jason bykilling 

her own children, leaving Jason childless. This is the famousversion told by 

Euripides, but other variants of the myth givedifferent reasons for the death of 

Medea’s children which do notmake her a deliberate child-killer. In some accounts 

Jason is theruler of Korinth and Medea his consort, or Medea herself isthe legitimate 

ruler. In the Euripidean version, Medea then fleesfrom Korinth and goes to Athens. 

 Medea is offered refuge in Athens by King Aigeus, who marriesher in some 

versions of the story. When Aigeus’ illegitimate son,Theseus, arrives in Athens 

Medea attempts to poison him, butAigeusrecognises his son at the last minute and 

dashes the poisoncup away. Medea may also have tried to set Theseus an 

impossibletask to perform. After Theseus and Aigeus are reunited, Medeaflees from 

Athens. 

 The final chain in the story involves one of a number of geographicalmoves. 

Medea may go to the East, where her sonMedus/Medios/Medeios becomes the 

founder of the Medes.There are also accounts which make Medea return to Kolchis. 

Herfinal resting place is said to be Elysion, the paradise afterlife, whereshe becomes 

the wife of Achilles. 

2.6 Chapter-Wise Summary of Medea 

Opening scene (prologos) 1-130 

 The prologue consists of three distinct but interconnected parts: a formal 

opening speech by the Nurse (1-48}, a dialogue-scene between the Nurse and the 

Paidagogos (49-95), and a lyric exchange (sung and chanted anapaests) between 

Medea and the Nurse (96-130). The Nurse's opening remarks on the mythical 
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background to the play (the Argo's voyage, the death of Pelias, Jason and Medea's 

exile to Corinth) are remarkable for being an extended wish that the legendary past 

be undone: 'If only the Argo had never sailed .. .' (1-15). Significantly, the Nurse's 

monologue introduces us to the dramatic situation from a perspective that is 

sympathetic to Medea: Jason, she says, has betrayed his wife and acne by marrying 

Creon's daughter.Medea now abandoned, bewails Jason's broken oaths and false 

promises, an expression of Jason's treachery that will recur throughout the play. 

Though Medea does not appear in the opening scene, the Nurse vividly pictures her 

off-stage condition inside the house, where she lies weeping and refusing to eat or 

see friends. The house is thus made a symbol of Medea'sdesolation and sense of 

betrayal. 

 The Nurse's speech is programmatic for the entire plot-structure in another 

important respect, for she raises the fearful possibility of Medea harming her own 

children: 'She hates her children and does not delight to see them. The entry of the 

Paidagogos (literally 'child-leader') with Medea and Jason's two sons sharpens the 

foreboding of maternal violence by showing us its potential victims. The focus on 

innocent childhood is intensified by the identity of the two speakers, Medea's 

childhood Nurse and the tutor of Medea's own children. Moreover, this is the only 

scene in extant tragedy between two slaves, and their view of the domestic crisis 

'from below' generates a particular sympathy for Medea and her children. The 

familiarity of their conversation contrasts with the Nurse's formal monologue, 

creating a more intimate domestic atmosphere. The reluctant Paidagogos is forced to 

reveal that Creon has another blow in store for Medea: she and her children are to be 

exiled from Corinth (61-73). Both slaves find Creon's decision cruel and excessive, 

and when the Nurse wonders that Jason can allow his children to be banished, 

thePaidagogos sums up their father's new loyalties: 'Old family ties have beenleft 

behind for new ones; that man is no friend to our house' (76-7). By urging the Nurse 

not to tell Medea the bad news, the Paidagogos creates even more sympathy for 

her.Since from Medea's first entry, theaudience knows that there is more distress in 

store for her. The Nurse breaks off the dialogue by sending the children back into the 

house, but she instructs the Paidagogos to keep them well away from Medea. 

 The children's movement towards the house is accompanied by Medea's first 

cries of despair from inside it. The effect is ominous, as Medea's sons enter a house 

of lamentation. The spoken iambics of the slaves' dialogue give way to Medea's 
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agitated lyric anapaests and the Nurse's less frantic, but still emotionally heightened, 

recitative (or chanted) anapaests. While Medea wishes she weredead, the Nurse 

hurries the children into the house and warns them not to approach their mother, 

whose spirit she describes as 'swollen [in anger], hard to resist' (109). The adjectives 

well express Medea's formidable temper. As the children exit, Medea wishes they too 

would die with their father: 'maythe whole house be destroyed!', she screams from 

within (114). Dreading that innocent children might be punished for the sins of their 

father, the Nurse now criticises Medea from her low social position, relating her 

mistress's savage temper to her insulted royal status. 

First choral song (parodos) 131-213 

 In response to Medea's cries the Chorus of fifteen Corinthian women enter from 

the city. The prologue's gradual movement from individual speech to share a song 

and recitative makes for a skilful transition to the Chorus' entrance song. At first, 

they sing and dance in the anapaesticmetre used by Medea and the Nurse, but quickly 

move into dactyliciambic and then more elaborate polymetric forms, as they develop 

their own distinctive voice within the action. The Chorus is sympathetic to Medea 

and anxious for the welfare of her household: it is immediately clear that their female 

choral identity will have an important influence on their response to Medea's crisis. 

The Nurse replies, 'There is no household; it's gone' (139), but her measured 

explanation is followed by Medea's impassioned cry from inside the house, wishing 

that she were dead. 

 The Chorus now sing the first of two metrically identical songs, the first 

(strophe) directed towards Medea, the second (antistrophe) towards the Nurse. In the 

strophe they criticise Medea's desire for death, calling her a 'foolish woman' (152), 

but they also reassure her that Zeus will defendher cause. In her reply Medea takes 

up the Chorus' invocation of Zeus, Earth, and light, the gods of oath-taking (148, 

157), and calls upon Themis and Artemis to witness Jason's betrayal of his pledge. 

She wishes once more for vengeance upon Jason.  Significantly, however; she also 

envisages the destruction of Jason's new bride and the royal palace. Medea's off-stage 

cries thus raise multiple targets for her anger: herself, her children, Jason, Creon's 

daughter, and the royal household. By having Medea pray for a revenge that has not 

yet taken firm shape, suspense is created over the identity of her final victims. As the 

Nurse goes in to speak with her mistress, the Chorus recalls Medea's curses upon 

Jason and her invocations of divine support. 
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Second scene (first epeisodion) 214-409 

 Medea enters from the house, followed by the Nurse. She begins by addressing 

the Chorus of Corinthian women, and the significant contrast between her previous 

off-stage exclamations and her self-possessed speech ensures that 'we understand the 

effort that her apparent calm is costing her'. Since her abandonment by Jason has left 

Medea friendless and vulnerable, her long opening speech is geared to win the 

Chorus' sympathy and support. Medea outlines her pitiful situation point by point: 

Jason's treachery, her powerlessness as a woman, and her desperate status as a 

foreigner without relatives to protect her. The scale and detail of the second argument 

are particularly striking, as Medea emphasizes the disadvantages of being female and 

appeals to the Chorus' shared sense of sexual misfortune. The purpose of Medea's 

speech becomes clear in its closing lines, when she asks the Chorus to keep silent 

about her (still developing) plan to punish Jason. They promptly agree to Jason's 

‘just' punishment and express sympathy for Medea's predicament. But just as Medea 

secures their support, the Chorus announce Creon's arrival, and since we, unlike the 

Chorus, have already beard of Creon's decision to banish Medea and her children, his 

entry 'to announce his new plans' forbodes a further unexpected blow to her fortunes. 

 Creon does not delay his bad news. His opening words are blunt and aggressive 

and he orders Medea to leave Corinth immediately, taking both her children. Medea's 

confrontation with Creon drastically limits the time available to perfect her revenge, 

as she is first banished directly, and then granted one day to prepare her departure. 

The increased pressure propels the action forward and tests Medea's ingenuity. 

Having failed to convince Creon that her reputation for cleverness is undeserved, she 

resorts to the most powerful means of entreaty possible, clasping Creon's knees in 

ritual supplication. But Creon remains unmoved and it is only when Medea modifies 

her plea to ask for just one day's respite that Creon reluctantly agrees. Ironically, in 

view of her future actions (against his and her own children), Medea persuades Creon 

by appealing to his love as a parent. 

 Although Creon returns to his palace insisting that Medea and her children must 

either leave Corinth or die, we see that he has in fact failed to impose his original 

decision. This is a crucial turning point in the action, for it gives Medea a brief but 

priceless opportunity to perfect her revenge, as her following speech makes clear. 

Not only does she answer the pessimistic Chorus in a tone of unexpected confidence 

and defiance, but she also puts the previous confrontation in a new light by 
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describing her supplication of Creon as tactical fawningand by deriding Creon's 

foolishness. Continuing the play's use of plot misdirection, Medea now says she will 

kill Creon, his daughter and Jasonas well, a prediction which colours the following 

scene, where Jason enters to justify his conduct to Medea. Finally, as preparation for 

the arrival of a rescuer, Medea wonders if she will find a safe refuge from her 

crimes.If she does not, she is prepared to sacrifice her own life to ensure the death of 

her enemies. Medea's heroic obsession with honour and revenge thus opens up a 

variety of potential outcomes and keeps the audience intrigued by the developing 

plot. 

Second choral song (first stasimon) 41G-45 

 The Chorus has so far been concerned to comment directly on events before 

them. Now, in their first full-scale choral ode, they extend their range of reference 

and reflection more widely. They sing and dance two pairs of metrically responding 

stanzas, the first pair criticises the unjust treatment of the female sex as a whole, 

while the second addresses Medea and her predicament directly. Such a movement 

from general reflection to a particular example is found in many choral songs. The 

Chorus begins by launching a daring attack on the sexual bias of the Greek poetic 

tradition itself, an attack that is all the more forceful for being delivered by a female 

Chorus. They not only offer a remarkable insight into the exclusively male control of 

poetic memory, but also challenge its adverse effects on women's cultural status. The 

limited access to story and song in Greek society is thus exposed as an instrument of 

women's oppression. 

 In the eyes of the Chorus, however, Jason's infidelity explodes the stereotype of 

female deception. The muses, female guardians of poetry, will no longer sing of 

women's faithlessness.  In the second strophic: pair the Chorus turns from women's 

undeserved reputation to Medea's undeserved suffering.She no longer has a husband 

or civic rights; both her own and her father's house are closed to her. In a vivid 

metaphor the Chorus describe respect itself as having 'flown through the air', leaving 

Greece altogether, along with the reciprocity of oaths. Jason's betrayal of his oath 

thus takes on a more elevated moral significance and the Chorus' condemnation of 

his conduct could hardly be stronger. 
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Third scene (second epeisodion) 441-626 

 Jason enters from the direction of the royal palace in Corinth. It is no 

coincidence that he appears just after a powerful choral meditation on the 

faithlessness of men: the ordering of events makes us more alive to his imminent lies 

and evasions. Whereas Medea was forced to dissimulate and abase herself in her 

encounter with Creon, here she is utterly forthright and spares no energy in detailing 

Jason's "shamelessness" and ingratitude. He begins by blaming Medea for her 

banishment: if it were not for her 'foolish words' against the royal household, she 

could have stayed in Corinth. In fact, he says, she should be thankful to get away 

alive. Perhaps the most galling thing for Medea, however, is Jason's claim that he is 

still her 'friend' and has her best interests at heart: no matter how much she hates him, 

he could never wish her ill! Jason's hypocrisy and self-deception are manifest, and 

when he announces that he has come to offer Medea and the children money for their 

exile, his 'generosity' appears grotesque. 

 Jason's opening speech provokes Medea to a lengthy and bitter response, and 

their meeting soon takes on the form of an agon (or 'contest').Medea's speech is 

answered at equal length by Jason and the scene concludes with angry dialogue. 

Within this simple framework, however,the characters are able to articulate the 

central themes and conflicts of the play. Jason has abandoned Medea and married 

Creon's daughter, and the purpose of each speaker is to impugn or defend this action 

from their own point of view. The agon form thus expresses Jason and Medea's 

complete alienation. Appropriately, Medea begins her speech in a tone of ardent 

invective, attacking Jason's cowardice and shamelessness. The start of her argument 

is then signaled by a formal agon marker: 'I shall begin my speech from the very 

beginning' (475). By foregrounding Medea's skilful use of rhetoric, the scene reveals 

another side of her character, for she is capable of logical argument as well as 

passionate feeling. Medea's rhetorical display thereby challenges the stereotype of 

women as creatures of emotion rather than reason. 

 Medea's first point is that she saved Jason's life in Colchis, a substantial service, 

but only one of many; for she also killed the snake that guarded the Golden Fleece, 

betrayed her own family, and ruined the house of Pelias. Yet despite these favours, 

and despite the birth of their two sons, Jason has betrayed her. Medea's response 

mixes argument with biting sarcasm: 'In return for these favours, you've made me the 
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envy of many Greek women! What a wonderful husband I have in my misery, and 

what a trusty one, if I am to be driven into exile from this land!' (509-11). 

 As is usual in agones, a brief remark by the Chorus separates the two speeches. 

When Jason begins his defense, he does so with marked rhetorical self-

consciousness, but 'in this speech, in contrast to Medea's, the use of rhetoric implies 

the insincerity of the speaker. Using the rhetoric of Greek superiority to barbarians, 

Jason tries to claim that Medea has herself benefited by beingbrought to Greece. 

However, as the circumstances demand, Jason spends most time defending his 

decision to marry Creon's daughter. In this context his claim to be 'a great friend to 

you and my children' (549-50) is too much for Medea, whose gesture of protest is 

smothered by Jason's 'Be quiet now!' (650). In defence of his remarriage Jason argues 

that his main intention was to give his children a better future, but his rhetoric of 

concern rings hollow, since he has apparently made no attempt to keep the children 

at Corinth. Significantly, the Chorus, who generally maintain distanced neutrality in 

such debates, immediately condemns Jason's use ofrhetoric for an unjust 

cause.Medea reinforces their criticisms and, in the bitter dialogue that follows, 

exposes the hypocritical secrecy of Jason's conduct. 

Third choral song (second stasimon) 627-62 

 As Jason returns to the royal palace, the Chorus sing an ode which has a 

profound relevance to both his behaviour and the suffering it has caused Medea. The 

first strophic pair begins with a reflection on the power of Aphrodite (627-31): 

'Desires that come in excess bring neither a good name nor excellence to men. If 

Kypris comes in moderation, no other goddess is so gracious.’ Since the last scene 

ended with Medea berating Jason for his submission to erotic desire, the Chorus' 

general remarks have a specific reference to Jason's new marriage. And when the 

Chorus invoke Aphrodite and pray she may never afflict them with arrows that are 

'anointed with passion' (635), we inevitably think of Jason as afflicted in this way. 

The Chorus continues to praise 'moderation' (636) in the antistrophe, once again 

using words that have an implicit relevance to Jason (638-41): 'May terrible Kypris 

never cast quarrelsome anger and insatiable conflicts upon me, striking my hear't 

with desire for another's bed!' As in the first stasimon (431), the second strophe 

begins with a direct address. The Chorus invoke their native land and home, saying 

they would rather die than become 'cityless' (646), and their reference to Medea is 

justified by autopsy (654-5):I have seen it, and do not report a tale I heard from 
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others.' Though their final remark is gnomic and general, there is no doubt whom 

they have in mind (659-52): 'May he die unloved, the man who cannot honour his 

friends by unlocking an honest mind! He will never be a friend of mine.' 

Fourth scene (third epeisodion) 663-823 

 Aegeus, king of Athens, enters on his way from Delphi to Troezen. Ever since 

Aristotle criticised the Aegeus scene for alleged illogicality, it has often been 

condemned as an example of poor plot construction, the impression being that 

Aegeus' entry here is somehow improbable or artificial. But as one scholar points 

out, 'such casualness is readily acceptable to an audience provided that the scene is 

dramatically significant and provided that it is seen to be part of a structural pattern.' 

Both conditions are clearly fulfilled here: Medea has stressed her need for a place of 

refuge before she can proceed properly with her revenge and a potential 'rescuer' now 

appears. The Chorus has just lamented Medea's lack of friends, yet Aegeus' first 

words make clear that he and Medea are established philoi (663·4). The question 

'Where will Medea go?' may now have an answer. 

 The opening passage of extended stichomythia (single line dialogue) falls into 

two parts. Aegeus first responds to Medea's questions, then asks in turn about her 

welfare. The structure of the dialogue expresses their mutual respect and concern for 

one another, in contrast to Jason's selfish neglect of his family in the previous scene. 

Aegeus reports that he has been to Delphi to enquire of the oracle howhe might have 

children. Medea's response is significant: 'In the name of the gods, are you still 

childless so late in life?' As in the previous scene with Jason (CL. 558-67), it is 

stressed how important children are to a man's identity, status and posterity. When 

Medea explains how she has been treated, Aegeus calls  Jason 'evil' (699) and 

condemns him for allowing his family to go into exile (707). 

 Once again Medea supplicates a king to achieve her purpose, and having 

attained an extra day in Corinth, she now gains a place of refuge in Athens. There is 

a terrible appropriateness in her use of supplication to secure Jason's punishment, for 

he has abused the ritual himself by not honouring the obligations which he incurred 

from his successful supplication of Medea in Colchis. Aegeus grants Medea her 

request, but imposes one condition: she must make her own way to Athens. So 

instead of asking 'Will Medea find a refuge?', the question for the audience now 

becomes 'How will she get there?', and the following scenes raise this question 
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repeatedly, in preparation for Medea's miraculous departure. Medea has her own 

request: Aegeus is to swear to protect her, and by stressing the importance of Aegeus' 

oath and his readiness to honour it, the scene underlines both the oath-breaking of 

Jason and the fact that Medea is planning the kind of revenge which could bring the 

Corinthians to Athens demanding her surrender.  

 Once Aegeus has left for Troezen, Medea delivers a devastating speech which 

crucially alters the direction of the play. Invoking Zeus and Justice, she tells the 

Chorus of her plans for revenge: she will deceive Jason and use their children to 

bring about the death of Creon's daughter (776-89). But the most important part of 

her speech, and the turning point of the play, is Medea's shocking announcement that 

she will kill her own children. Not only does this fundamentally change the 

audience's attitude to Medea, it also builds suspense towards the play's horrendous 

climax, provoking us to wonder whether anyone can stop Medea and whether she 

herself can go through with such an act. It is thus one of the scene's major ironies that 

although Aegeus is promised children by Medea, his agreement apparently seals the 

death of her own sons. 

Fourth choral song (third 8tasimon) 824—65 

 As the Nurse goes off to summon Jason from the royal palace, the Chorus sings 

of the city of Athens and Medea's possible future there. The first two stanzas hail 

Athens as a place of beauty, peace, and wisdom, while the second pair urges Medea 

not to kill her children. There is thusa great difference in both tone and content 

between the song's two parts, but they are linked together significantly by the 

opening lines of the second strophe, which ask how a child-killer like Medea could 

ever find refuge in such a city. The song must have had a remarkable impact upon an 

Athenianaudience, for it begins by describing Athens and the Athenians in terms 

reminiscent of divine hymns. The Athenians are 'children of the blessed gods' (825); 

they are 'forever stepping gracefully through the brilliant air' (829-30) and their land 

is 'sacred and unravaged' (825-6). The previous choral song rejected excessive 

passion as leading to evil acts, but in Athens, the Chorus say, Aphrodite 'has sent 

Desires to sit at Wisdom's side, joint workers in every kind of excellence' (844·5). 

The Athenians, in other words, blend passion and intellectual cleverness in perfect 

measure. 
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 However, while it is certainly striking that a Corinthian Chorus should praise 

Athens in such terms, their idealized vision soon emerges as a foil for more 

disturbing reflections. The second strophe begins by addressing Medea directly (846-

60): 'How can this city of sacred rivers or this country that gives safeescort to friends 

accept you, the killer of your children, the unholy one, to live among them?' The 

purpose of the Chorus' extensive praise of Athens is now clear: they mean to avert 

Medea's infanticide by persuading her that such a city would never take her in. Yet 

the audience knows that Athens is already bound by Aegeus' oath to accept Medea 

and that Aegeus' agreement will nearly destroy his own son Theseus, Athens' great 

esthero. While this may be seen as critical of Medea's cunning rather than Aegeus' 

generosity, the Chorus' question does at least complicate the vision of Athens as a 

perfect and peaceful community. The Chorus plead repeatedly with Medea not to 

dare such a crime, even supplicating her and envisaging a supplication by her 

terrified children as well. However, unlike Medea's acts of supplication, those of the 

Chorus and her children are in vain. 

Fifth scene (fourth epeisodion) 866-975 

 Jason re-enters from the royal palace, accompanied by the Nurse. The scene 

abounds in significant effects of parallelism and contrast with Medea and Jason's 

previous encounter. In their first meeting we saw the authentic Medea, raging at 

Jason's betrayal. Here, however, following the crucial Aegeus episode and with her 

revenge plan underway, Medea disguises her true feelings and becomes the very 

model of submissive femininity preferred by Jason. Since Medea has already made 

clear the true nature of her plans, we are prepared for the multiple ironies of their 

meeting, as Jason is led to believe that Medea has given up her anger and so becomes 

an unwitting accomplice in his own ruin. 

 Medea begins by begging Jason's forgiveness and endorses his arguments in 

favour of his new marriage. She calls the children (with the Paidagogos) from the 

house; their presence is appropriate to the scene of 'reconciliation' being staged by 

Medea, but it also echoes the opening scene of the play (c£ 46-110): the prologue's 

forebodings about the children's safety are about to be given concrete expression. 

When she is reminded of Jason's treachery, Medea laments 'some hidden sorrow' 

which may befall their sons, but neither Jason nor the children can understand the 

threatening ambiguity of her remarks. Suddenly, Medea breaks down in tears and her 

emotions create suspense: will she be able to go through with the murder? Jason, by 
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contrast, remains unbearably patronising; ironically, his address to, and sudden 

interest in, his sons comes just as he is about to lose them (914-21). Yet the final 

irony of the scene is perhaps the harshest: Medea prepares to destroy Jason's new 

wife using his own children. As the children go off with the poisoned wedding gifts, 

Medea instructs them to beg Creon's daughter for a reprieve from exile: once again 

Medea uses supplication to further her revenge (971). 

Fifth choral song (Courthstasitnon) 976-100) 

As Jason returns to the royal palace, accompanied by the children and the 

Paidagogos, the Chorus envisages the deaths awaiting both Creon's daughter and the 

children. Whereas the children are described simply and powerfully as 'already 

walking towards a bloody death', the destruction of Creon's daughter is pictured at 

greater length, foreshadowing the messenger's gory details in the following scene. 

The song is much shorter than the first three stasima and lacks their passages of 

general reflection, creating greater pace and a more intense focus on the imminent 

deaths. In the first strophic pair the Chorus imagine Creon's daughter transformed by 

the wedding gifts into a bride of Hades (980·5). The perversion of marriageritual 

marks the impending ruin of both Jason and Creon's households. The second strophe 

begins by addressing Jason directly. Significantly, the Chorus now express some 

sympathy for him (995): 'Unhappy man, how little you know of your fate! 'Yet 

despite their sympathy, the Chorus make clear that they consider Jason jointly 

responsible for the death of his sons (c£ 992-3), for he has abandoned Medea 

'lawlessly' (1000-1). 

Sixth scene (fifth epei.sodion) 1002-260 

 The Paidagogos returns from the palace with the children, who thus reappear 

immediately after a choral song about their murder. The Paidagogos happily reports 

that Creon's daughter has accepted the gifts,yet he cannot understand Medea's 

miserable reaction to the news. Asshe sends him into the house 'to attend to the 

children's daily needs' (1019-20), the audience can appreciate the poignancy of her 

command. Medea is left alone on stage with her children. Her aeries of 

confrontations now culminate ina struggle with herself, and in a long and harrowing 

monologue she faces her maternal grief at the intended murder. Twice she declares 

that she cannot kill the children, but each time fear of her enemies' laughter reasserts 

itself and compels her to take revenge. 
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 Medea sends the children into the house. At each of their earlier exits there was 

some doubt as to whether they would be seen again, but here our fears for their lives 

are most acute. Euripides deliberately draws out the suspense by placing a long 

passage of choralanapaests and an extended messenger speech between the children's 

departure and Medea's exit after them into the house. Medea is keen to relish the 

horrific details of her revenge: 'But do not burry, my friend: tell your story!' The 

Messenger, by contrast, is shocked at her triumphant reaction (cf. 1129-31). Nearly 

all of Euripides' surviving tragedies contain at least one messenger speech (the sole 

exception is Trojan Women). Here the Messenger is a slave who once worked in 

Medea's household, but now belongs to Jason's new oikos within the royal palace (cf 

1144-5). The subject of his speech, the death of Creon's daughter, has already been 

well prepared for, but here we get a lavish eye-witness description of the event itself. 

 The Messenger begins by describing how happy he and the other slaves were at 

the sight of the children in the palace, since they took this as evidence of Medea and 

Jason's reconciliation. By contrast, Jason's new wife is disgusted by their arrival and 

veils her face. Though the Messenger quotes a short cajoling speech by Jason, the 

narrative make clear that it is the gifts which Creon's daughter actually finds 

persuasive. She cannot resist their beauty and puts them on as soon as Jason and the 

children leave. In a significant moment of plot prolepsis, the Messenger describes the 

young woman admiring herself in a mirror, 'smiling at the lifeless reflection of her 

body' (1162). The scene effectively conveys both her vanity and her deluded 

happiness. 

 The Messenger's account of her death is exceptionally gruesome. The poisoned 

robe and crown devour the woman's flesh and set her bead on fire. Only a parent, the 

Messenger says, could have recognised her corpse, preparing us for Creon's sudden 

arrival. Touching his daughter's corpse, he too is infected by the poison, and his 

mournful wish, 'Alas, may I die with you, dear child!' (1210), is immediately 

realised, as the flesh is torn from his bones. Creon's agony foreshadows Jason's 

impending loss ofhis own children. Indeed, as the Messenger returns to the palace, 

the Chorus remark that 'Heaven seems this day to be justlyfastening many disasters 

upon Jason' (1231·2). So once again, despite their condemnation of Medea's 

impending infanticide, the Chorus bold Jason responsible for what has happened. 

Before her final exit into the house, Medea delivers a short and urgent speech which 

reasserts her determination to kill her children. Because Medea has been on stage 
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since the start of the first episode, dominating the other characters and preparing her 

revenge, her eventual exit has a powerful dramatic impact, which is made all the 

stronger by her brutal purpose within. 

Sixth choral song (fifth Btosimon.) 1251-92 

 As Medea goes into the house, the Chorus appeals for the murder to be 

prevented. They sing in dochmiacs, an excited metre that expresses their emotional 

turmoil. The pattern of aeolochoriambicmetres found in the first four stasima is thus 

broken, marking the Chorus' shocked response to the imminent murder of the 

children. They begin by calling on Earth and Helios to intervene on the children's 

behalf Helios. Medea's grandfather, is asked to save the descendants of his 'golden 

race' (1255). However, since Helios will actually help Medea escape, the Chorus' 

prayer points forward to the troubling aspects of his collaboration. In the antistrophe 

the Chorus turn to Medea, lamenting her wasted efforts to bear and rear her children. 

They warn her that the shedding of kindred blood causes pollution and divine 

punishment. Onceagain the Chorus' conventional piety prepares for the play's 

shocking finale, where Medea appears as an agent of divine punishment herself (c£ 

Chapter 4). 

 As the infanticide approaches, a scream is heard from inside the house (1270a), 

and the play 'achieves its most powerful climax of violence by having the child's cry 

break into what begins and ends as a regular choral ode'. We then hear the offstage 

iambic dialogue of the two children as they try to escape death: 'Oh no! What can I 

do? How can I escape my mother's hands?' /'I don't know, dearest brother! We're 

destroyed!' (1271- 2). The Chorus acknowledges that they should go into the house 

to intervene. By challenging the convention that keeps the tragic chorus on stage, the 

Chorus' reaction marks the peculiar horror of the murder, but also their own 

powerlessness to stop it. These feelings are intensified when the children respond 

directly to the Chorus, creating an exceptional and poignant dialogue between the 

stage and offstage area: 'Yes, in heaven's name, protect us! We need you!' I 'How 

close we now are to the sword's snare!' (1277·8). Significantly, the iambics of the 

antistrophe are spoken not by the children, but by the Chorus (1284-5, 1288-9): 'The 

silence of those responding voices ... is a dramatically powerful indication of what 

has taken place inside the house.' Rather than intervene directly, the Chorus recall the 

story of Ino, who killed her own children, but was punished by a death at sea. The 
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mythical parallel thus suggests that Medea too may die for her horrendous act, an 

expectation which is powerfully undone in the final scene. 

Seventh and Final Scene (exodos) 1293-419 

 Jason enters hurriedly from the direction of the palace and immediately asks the 

Chorus if Medea is still inside the house. If she is to escape punishment, Jason says, 

'She must either hide herself beneath the earth or soar on wings into the heights of 

the sky' (1296-7). His words are a conventional expression of the impossibility of 

escape, but here they prepare for the miraculous and superhuman nature of Medea's 

final exit. Jason has come to save his sons from the vengeance of the royal family; 

the allusion to a more familiar (and less shocking) version of the myth underlines the 

terrible climax of the play: it never occurs to Jason that Medea may kill the children 

herself. When the Chorus warns him that he faces much greater misfortune, his first 

reaction is typically to think of himself: 'What is it? Does she mean to kill me as 

well?' (1308).  

 The Chorus reveals the truth: 'Open the doors and you will see your children's 

bloody murder' (1313). Jason orders the servant inside the house to release the bolts. 

The attention of the audience is thus fixed on the centre of the skene and they are led 

to expect that the doors will open to reveal Medea and the corpses on the ekkyklema 

(or 'rolling-out platform').But in a spectacular and powerful moment of theatrical 

misdirection, Euripides has Medea appear with the bodies above the skene, carried in 

a flying chariot that rises from behind the house. Thus one dramatic convention (the 

ekkyklema- scene) is disrupted and replaced surprisingly by another, the deus 

exmachina(or 'god from the machine'). Medea's opening words express her new 

status: elevated in more than a merely physical sense, she speaks to Jason with 

superhuman authority, ordering him to leave the doors alone.  

 Jason's reply is furious and hateful: he calls Medea a traitor to her family and 

country, something she had herself regretted earlier, and he deplores the murder of 

her brother Apsyrtus, even though he was happy enough to profit from it at the time. 

To the very last Jason refuses to accept his part in the disaster. Instead he merely 

reproduces the same stereotypes that have already been challenged in their earlier 

meetings, attacking Medea as a sex-obsessed woman and dangerous foreigner. Nor 

can he accept the part played by the gods in his ruin: although Helios has supplied 

Medea with the chariot for her escape, Jason presumes that the god could not bear to 
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look upon her pollution. Seeing his dead sons, he laments 'I shall never be able to 

speak to my children alive, the ones Ibegot and nurtured, but have lost them' (1349-

50), yet his final word apolesa ('I have lost them') can also mean 'I have destroyed 

them', creating an ambiguity which the audience can appreciate, despite Jason's 

unwillingness to admit his own share of responsibility. 

 Refusing the opportunity to respond to Jason at length, Medea claims divine 

approval for her revenge. In bitter stichomythia (a form of dialogue where each 

speaker delivers a single line) she and Jason blame each other for the death of the 

children. When Jason asks for the bodies so that hecan bury them, Medea denies him 

even this ritual consolation, and her speech marks her new god-like status, as she 

establishes a Corinthian cult to atone for the murder of her children and predicts 

Jason's shameful death. The metre changes to anapaests for the closing lines of the 

play: both the metre and the pain-filled cries of Jason recall the opening scene, where 

Medea sang in anapaests from inside the house. Here, however, the roles are reversed 

and it is Jason who calls on the gods to witness his ill-treatment. Though he finally 

shows affection for his children and begs to be allowed to touch them, Medea 

remains aloof, pitiless, and exultant in her revenge. As she disappears in her chariot 

with the bodies of her children, bound first for the shrine of Hera Akraia and then for 

Athens, the Chorus leave the orchestra with a final reflection on the gods' power to 

bring about the unexpected. 

 At the level of plot Medea could hardly be called a complex play and yet its 

power to move and shockaudiences is indisputable. Our discussion of the play's 

structure and stagecraft has tried to show how Euripides achieves these powerful 

effects, especially through his use of dramatic irony, emotional suspense, and 

disturbing violence. If we look back at the development of the action, we see an 

intense focus on Medea, her sense of dishonour, and her reaction to it. She stands at 

the centre of a series of confrontations (with the Chorus, Creon, Aegeus, and Jason), 

each of which she dominates by a combination of rhetorical brilliance, emotional 

manipulation, and skilled deception. Medea can play the pathetic or apologetic 

woman if it will further her plans, but beneath her various personae lies a coherent, 

credible, and effective character, a woman with a strong sense of honour and justice 

whose suffering and humiliation drive her to revenge. However, Medea's decision to 

react as she does is complicated and enriched by her status as a woman, a foreigner, 

and a not quite mortal avenger. Therefore the aim of the following three chapters is 
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to investigate these aspects of her role in greater detail. Finally, since Medea has had 

such an exceptionally productive and dynamic reception, Chapter 5 considers some 

of the reinterpretations and adaptations which have been produced. In response to 

Euripides' work, and argues that, while they clearly illustrate specific contemporary 

concerns. These later works can also throw new light back onto Euripides' original 

play. 

2.6.1Check your progress:  

I)  Fill in the blanks: 

1)  ---------- is the protagonist of the play. 

2)  The play is set in ----------. 

3)  Medea’s husband’s name is --------------. 

4)  Aegeus is a king of ---------------. 

5)  Medea persuades ------------- by appealing to his love as a parent. 

II) Answer the following questions with one word/phrase/sentence each. 

1) What is the King of Corinth's daughter called? 

2) Where was Aegeus returning from, when Medea begs for help? 

3) How many children did Medea have? 

4) Why did Jason betray Medea? 

2.7 Plot Construction of Medea 

 Medea is set in the ancient Greek city-state of Corinth. Jason, the heroic son of 

King Aeson of Iolcus, has left his wife, Medea, and married the princess of Corinth. 

As the play begins, the Nurse, Medea's slave, gives a monologue summarizing events 

that took place before the play began. Jason had been given the task of capturing the 

Golden Fleece by the king, Pelias, who took the throne of Iolcus away from Jason's 

father. The Golden Fleece, a ram's gold skin, is defended by a dragon in Colchis, a 

region on the Black Sea. With a group of men called the Argonauts, Jason sailed to 

Colchis in the Argo and enlisted the help of Medea, the king's daughter, to carry out 

the task. Medea, who has magical powers, fell passionately in love with Jason. She 

not only helped him, betraying her own family, but married him. She then conspired 

to murder Pelias through trickery, which forced the couple into exile in Corinth. 
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They have two sons, but Jason wants more wealth and so has left Medea for his new 

bride, the daughter of King Creon of Corinth. 

 Medea is mad with rage at being dishonored and abandoned. The Nurse hears 

her crying to the gods from within her house and worries about what Medea will do 

in her dangerous state of mind. The Chorus—a group of Corinthian women who are 

Medea's friends and serve as the voice of Greek society in the play—arrives onstage, 

and the Nurse fetches Medea to speak to the women. Medea, however, will not be 

consoled. A divorced woman has no respect, she tells them; she has no city, no 

protection, and no relatives to help her. 

 King Creon arrives to order Medea and the children into exile, because he fears 

Medea will harm his daughter, given her experience in "evil ways." After Medea 

begs to remain for one day, the king grants her wish—foolishly, for Medea begins 

plotting the murder of his daughter. Jason appears to say that Medea deserves her 

exile for slandering the royal house. When Medea reminds him of all the crimes she 

committed to help him and of their children, Jason belittles her help. He claims he 

did more for her than she for him and says he's marrying the princess to give his 

children financial security. Medea refuses his offer of help, saying, "Gifts from a 

worthless man are without value." 

 When Aegeus, the king of Athens, comes to ask Medea for some advice, Medea 

asks him to take her in, and he agrees. After he exits Medea reveals to the Chorus her 

plan to send the children to the princess with a poisoned robe and tiara, then kill the 

children. She feels she has no other choice with "no father, no home, no refuge." 

Soon a messenger from Creon's house comes to say the princess and king are both 

dead; in trying to lift his dead daughter, the king became entangled in the poisoned 

robe and died. Medea next enters the house to kill the children, and the audience 

hears their cries for help. 

 Jason arrives to the news that the boys are dead. As Medea rises above the house 

in a winged chariot, the bodies of the children inside, she taunts Jason: she has finally 

moved his heart. She flies off to "Hera's sacred lands/in Acraia" to bury her children 

and then go to Athens. The Chorus comments, "What we don't expect/some god 

finds a way/to make it happen." 
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2.8 Characters in Medea 

A) Medea: 

 In developing Medea’s character, Euripides plays the received tradition of 

contemporary situations and prejudices. Her fierce, mantic nature, to Pindar a sign of 

her prophetic powers, is now a symptomof a defective character type: the aloof, 

intractable, uncontrollable, uncompromising, stubborn authades, who, when crossed, 

is given to inordinate rage and resentment and resists all attempts on the part 

offriends at mollification or amelioration. The Greek word is fairly new and belongs 

to the emerging discourse of medicine, rhetoric, and ethics, and, although rare in 

Euripides, is used four times to describe Medea. Up until Jason’s betrayal and her 

unjust abasement, she had managed to conceal her true nature behind a facade of 

restrained solicitousness, obliging her husband and his friends when necessary and 

like a true lady, showing just the right amount of reserve and dignity to make others, 

like the Corinthian women who have extended their friendship to her, think that she 

is a perfect wife—modest, chaste, and temperate. But as soon as her anger is 

unleashed by Jason’s betrayal, she starts to behave differently. 

 Instead of passively enduring her fate, or in shame committing suicide like some 

wilting Madame Butterfly, she becomes totally resistant to moderation, indifferent to 

the propriety of her actions, incapable of bowing to the will of her betters, much less 

of her equals. The Nurse explains early on to the audience; and later to the Tutor, 

“Shecame into the world fierce and stubborn” (94–95/93–94); and still later to the 

Chorus, “She’ll growl and snarl when I approach, like a lionessshielding her cubs. 

She’ll snort like a bull. I doubt I’ll lure her out”(190–94/184–89). For it is not just 

the violence and intensity of Medea’s wrath that is at issue in the play, but its utter 

relentlessness. Inside the house, she reveals to all her familiars that she has the reach 

and temper of a thwarted tyrant or of one like an Ajaxor a Prometheus, who, though 

used to high honors, has been suddenly and unendurably shamed; except, unlike 

them, she has at hand theme ans to avenge herself upon her tormentors. Outside, 

before the Chorusand her other interlocutors, like a true sophist, she can play what 

everrole is necessary to obtain her ends, including, when it serves her purpose, that of 

a reserved and dignified noblewoman. 

 Of Medea’s great intellectual acumen and professional skill, Euripides’audience 

had no doubt. Her powers of prophecy and sorcery were essential to her mythic 
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persona. But just as Euripides has disconnected Medea’s passionate nature from her 

noble art and turned it from avirtue into a vice, so he makes his audience view her 

“profession,” hersophia, in nontraditional ways. By moving her into a situation in 

which her political power and prestige as Jason’s wife are at risk, he exposes the 

dark, destructive side of her talent. Like other sophists (professors, wise men) of 

Euripides’ day, we see her arguing any side of any case that will at any given point 

best serve her interests. If she needs the Chorus’s complicity, she obtains their good 

will in specious appeals for sympathy and solidarity. When her arguments fail to 

convince Creon that he should give her a reprieve from instant banishment, she 

begsabjectly for pity. Confronted by the one who has wronged her, she mounts a 

strong prosecution. Presented with a chancef or asylum, she engages in the question 

and answer of cross-examination, a technique from the courts that provides the 

backbone of Socrates’ famous method of philosophical interrogation. If upon 

steppingthrough the palace doors, she appears by turns calm and dignified, abject, 

confident, or contrite; she is only doing what other heroes before her had done—

what loyal Greeks always still did—when confronted with an enemy. She schemes, 

she tricks, and she deceives. Only, in this play, the enemy is her husband and his 

friends, and the arguments she uses are taken from the latest instruction manuals for 

speechmaking. Thus, those watching her proficient duplicity must confrontnot only 

the power of the new rhetoric but also a familiar truth, that when allegiances change 

as they so frequently did in city politics- duplicity is a two-edged sword. Everything 

depends on who the trueene my or friend is. 

Just as her transparent sophistry strips her of her inherited grandeur, so it strips her 

interlocutors of theirs. Thus, as she accuses or feigns submission or gloats, and Jason 

offers disingenuous excuses or condescending approbation or a last, pathetic retort, 

he is demoted from a great hero and daring explorer to an exiled and humbled former 

first citizen scheming to better his lot. By the end of the play he has made such a 

completemess of things and is so bested by his wife that her prediction that he will 

end his life shamefully, one of the lowest of the low, a childlesswretch accidentally 

done to death by a fragment of his old ship isutterly believable. Nor is Jason the only 

character who succumbs to Medea’s up-to-date tactics and cunning, although he 

alone exhibits noobvious, compensating virtue. By matching arguments or answering 

herfar-from-innocent questions, both Creon and Aegeus diminish their kingly stature. 

Creon is less a king because, though he has taken accurate measure of his enemy, he 
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nevertheless succumbs to her pleading and out of misplaced pity fails to make the 

right decision. The kings in traditional epics made mistakes, but it was the gods who 

befuddled their wits, not clever women and their own yielding natures. In a different 

situation, Creon’s mildness and mercy might even be deemed princely virtues; but 

when his kingdom is at stake, succumbing to this side of his nature is folly; it is what 

Aristotle would call missing the mark most tragically. 

 As already indicated above, Aegeus’s character is more of a puzzle, partly, I 

think, because, in his encounter with Medea, the techniques of forensic oratory are 

not being employed, and it is from the argumentative techniques of this kind of 

rhetoric which were being systematized in the courts that Euripides derived his 

technique of revealing character through dialogue. Furthermore, true to the politeness 

of this simpler question-and-answer dialogue, the poet chooses to make neither 

character say anything by way of praise or blame to the other, nor does he use a third 

party a servant, a messenger, a chorus to introduce Aegeus as he introduces Medea in 

the prologue. Only Medea, the prevaricator who in the audience would take anything 

she sayswithout evident rancor for Jason at face value?—has any opportunity to 

characterize him, and she doesn’t. So Aegeus seems just, generous, and a fool; not 

grand but tragicomic. Much has been made in recent times of Medea’s exotic nature 

as abarbarian witch. The only character in the play who denigrates Medea for being a 

barbarian is Jason, and he, like any aristocratic student of the sophists, will use 

whatever convenient ploy against her he can find to justify his own actions. But 

nowhere else in the play does her ignorance of Greek manners or speech stigmatize 

her socially in her dealings with Creon, Aegeus, or the Chorus, nor in the servants’ 

comments although her status as an outsider of a different kind is often at issue: as a 

woman who does not belong by blood to her husband’s family or as the wife of a 

political exile who is not a citizen of the city in which he finds himself. These 

categories were quite distinct in the Greek mind, and in the play they are regularly 

signified by different words.  

 But of Medea’s proficient barbarian witchcraft, so central to the dramaticaction, 

moderns have made too little, or, rather, they have tended to misjudge its import. To 

the Athenians of Euripides’ day, witch craftwas not the fantastic, pagan, sci-fi art 

portrayed in today’s movies or on TV; it was regarded as an integral part of the latest 

scientific research and regularly used by proficient healers and salvific priests, whose 

knowledge of the demonic world allowed them to harness its forces, either to cure or 
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destroy. Even in its most rational or materialist forms, ancient Greek science never 

completely separated the divine nature from the world it investigated.  

To this seldom-witnessed distaff side of the new schools of the learned, Euripides’ 

Medea, priestess of Hecate and sharer in the goddess’ smost secret treasury of 

transforming drugs and charms, surely belongs. She is, to be more specific, a 

professional healer (and harmer) trained in the art of gathering, preparing, and 

applying drugs. Becausethis art depended upon knowledge of certain divine rites and 

charms, some of which were revealed only to women, women held a secureplace in 

this branch of knowledge. They were thought to be particularly capable in the 

nocturnal collection of roots, leaves, flowers, and barkand in turning their finds into 

efficacious salves and potions, which they must have supplied to physicians like 

Hippocrates (a contemporary of Socrates and Euripides) or to less reputable healers, 

and which they themselves must have prescribed, particularly in their duties as 

midwives. 

 Like the sophists remembered in our ancient sources, holy wise women must 

have wielded sufficient power through their arts to have been labeled dangerous, 

deinai, an adjective that can describe anything alarming but in the fifth century came 

to be attached to those ingenious few who were possessed of intimidating new 

intellectual and persuasive powers. It cannot be accidental that this adjective is often 

predicated of Medea in the rising action of the play, where she is presented both as 

the awe-inspiring, semidivine ancestress of female pharmacists a being that is define 

in the old sense of the term and also asher own glib, modern incarnation. She has, as 

it were, a split personality, and it is this unresolved tension between the exalted, 

awful being that can do what her modern counterparts claimed to be able to docontrol 

nature and a more mundane, more desperate, more human reality that makes her 

endlessly fascinating. She is both a steward of sacred magic and a purveyor of 

marvels, an emblem of the times. There are many clues throughout the play that 

Euripides means hisaudience to see Medea and her wisdom in this way.  

 In her speech, Medea’s aim is to blunt Creon’s fear that she willinflict some 

irremediable harm upon his daughter, but rather than try to deny the truth of the 

inflammatory and now public fact that she is, as he alleges, “distressed at being 

deprived of [her] man’s bed” (286)and has been “threatening . . . to take action 

(draseinti) against [all three parties to Jason’s new marriage contract], the grantor, the 

groom, and the bride” (287–89), she astutely prefers to answer the less pressing 
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charge that she is “by nature (pephukas) wise/skilled (sopheˆ) and versed (idris, an 

unusual, poetic word) in many evils (kakoˆnpolloˆn)” (285).Even in these few lines, 

the directness, imagistic force, and colloquial smoothness of Michael Collier’s 

translation are self-evident. Instead of impeding his verses with Euripides’ awkward 

legal formalities quoted above, he encapsulates in one or two image-laden words the 

gist of Creon’s accusations: Medea “sting[s] with loss” (305); she makes “the darkest 

threats . . . against his house” (307–8); her “nature, clever and vindictive, thrives on 

evil” (304–5). Since the last of these three charges is the one Medea answers, but is 

the first to be uttered by Creon, inorder to preserve continuity, the phrase “a woman 

like you,” whichechoes the idea of Medea’s nature, is added to Creon’s last sentence 

(311) as a convenient thread for Medea to pick up at the beginning of her rebuttal, 

when she exclaims “A woman like me!” (313). The transition is seamless, but the 

original line of argument is lost. The issueis no longer the frightening effectiveness 

of Medea’s talent for and skillin the art (sophia) of black magic, but a more modern 

issue, the denigration of a clever women. Yet it was Medea’s science, not just 

herintellectual agility, that concerned Creon, and it is this objective reality, in the 

guise of the new learning and its practitioners, that Medea addresses in her rebuttal. 

Here, with true sophistry, she turns herself into a victim of the prejudice widely 

incurred (in Athens) by the sophoi. 

 Instead of calling attention to her proven and therefore dangerous skillin 

witchcraft and its possible application to the case at hand, Medeashrewdly speaks of 

the sophoi in general, claiming, with a wonderfully personalized and, under the 

circumstances, apt rhetorical ploy (I wouldn’t want my children to be wise), that 

experts and scientists like her are misunderstood. Since the majority of citizens don’t 

know what to make of them and cannot use their advice, they are in effect useless to 

the city (and therefore not dangerous); at the same time they arouse envy in those 

who think that they too know something worth attending to or paying for. Either 

way, out of envy or misunderstanding, their skill is (unjustly) condemned as 

dangerous and deemed a potential source of trouble to the well-being of the city. 

 Although the Greek is not entirely clear here and the passage has in fact proved 

a stumbling block to exegetes, it is obvious from this rendition that Medea’s 

arguments have nothing to do with the distinction between men and women that 

resonates so forcefully with us moderns and upon which Michael Collier’s 

translation depends; rather, they aim first at the conflict between newfangled science 
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and received wisdom; then at disparities between those who are both gifted and 

educated and the stupid and ignorant—or, as students of Classical rhetoric know, 

between the upper and lower classes; and, finally, at the sometimes vicious rivalries 

among those competing for political prominence.  

B) Jason:  

 Jason was refused his kingdom by Pelias (lolcus) unless he could steal the 

Golden Fleece. Colchis with 50 heroes, promised the fleece if he could perform 

several tasks. Hera asked Aphrodite to make Medea fall in love with Jason. She 

helped him complete the tasks using magic. Hero of the Golden Fleece. Leader of the 

Argonauts, Jason met Medea during his quest for the Golden Fleece. Although he has 

received credit for retrieving the treasure, Medea is the one who killed the monster 

guarding the Fleece. She also saved Jason's life during the escape. Jason married her, 

and fathered two children by her; however, due to her overly ardent actions on 

Jason's behalf, Jason and his family were exiled from his native kingdom of Iolcus. 

Here in Corinth, Jason has gone behind Medea's back and taken another bride. He is 

depicted as an opportunistic and unscrupulous man, full of self-deception and 

repugnant smugness. He condescends to his wife, although she is in every way 

superior to him. 

 Careless-that Medea will biggest way to be upset, doesn't think of the effects his 

leaving will have on his children, doesn't think about asking Glauce to let the boys 

stay hurt him is to kill his children & line. 

 Heroic- completed the tasks to get the Fleece, great kleos, famous Scheming the 

marriage Glauce order to get money & status Masculine - hero, multiple women 

wanting him, tries to give Medea money & contacts for exile. 

 Thoughtful – doesn't consider Clytaemnestra's vengeance, doesn't think through 

consequences.When Jason delivers his defence to Medea, it is important that he is 

given fair hearing so as not to render him a two-dimensional villain. His argument 

does have some credibility. Mindful of their low status as exiles, he asserts 

that by being married to him, Medea found acceptance in a land far superior 

to her own. He claims his impending royal marriage has nothing to do with 

lust but is a shrewd move to ensure stability and prosperity: All I want is 

security. It is worth taking a closer look at this line of reasoning. As 

immigrants, Medea and Jason are vulnerable enough but the added label 
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‘exiles’ carries heavier connotations – it suggests a background of trouble. 

Finding acceptance in a land deemed the very cradle of fame is one achievement. To 

marry into its royal family is the ultimate. Medea see things differently: Getting old, 

your heroic deeds are hardly remembered now and you’re stuck with a poor foreigner 

for a wife. 

C) Creon: 

 Creon-father of Glauce. King of Corinth. New father-in-law to Jason. Not to be 

confused with Creon of Sophocles' Theban plays. Creon exiles Medea, fearing that 

the dangerous witch will seek vengeance against his family. Medea takes advantage 

of Creon's underestimation of her: she begs for one day to make preparations, and the 

king grants it. This day is enough for Medea to destroy Creon and his 

daughter.Exiles Medea but is convinced to let her stay for another day fears for her 

intelligence. Killed through the poison that kills Glauce. Thing to him is his 

family,he Diplomatic – a fair king, gives Medea the opportunity to make provision 

for exile admits that it's his weakness. 

 Emotional - lets Medea manipulate his emotions, dies because he embraces 

Glauce in his grief Tragic - a good person in a bad situation, dies through no fault of 

his own.Creon is the king of the land, whose daughter is set to marry Jason. He deals 

the blow that sets the course for Medea’s murderous revenge. By banishingher, she 

transforms from Medea, the heartbroken to Medea, the avenger. By giving her one 

more day, a seemingly harmless request that elicits from Creon the play’s most 

resoundingly ironic line one day will surely bring no harm on us, the play’s tragic 

events begin in earnest. 

D) Aegeus 

 Aegeus is the king of Athens and, apparently, an old friend of Medea's. He is 

childless and eagerly desires the children Medea promises to help him and his wife to 

have. He serves little purpose in the play other than to provide Medea with a place of 

refuge in Athens, though his desire for children serves as a powerful contrast to 

Medea's ultimate choice to kill her own children. 

E) The Chorus 

 The Chorus is composed of a group of Corinthian women who have assembled 

outside of 's house because of the loud wailing and lamentation they have overheard 
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coming from it. In many cases the Chorus can be taken as standing in for the 

audience of the play—reacting as the audience would (and in doing so subtly guiding 

the audience in its own reactions). The chief difference, of course, is that the Chorus 

participates in the action and dialogue. 

F) The Messenger 

 The messenger is one of Jason's men and so formerly of Medea's household. He 

is, therefore, somewhat sympathetic to her wishes and needs. His main function is to 

relate the gruesome events that took place at the palace in vivid detail after Medea's 

plot to kill the Princess and Creon is successful. 

G) The Children 

 The children, the two sons of Medea and Jason, each speak only once during the 

play. They are undifferentiated and, in some ways, more like set pieces than active 

characters. They, or, rather, their deaths are a means for Medea to express her rage at 

Jason and for the play to depict the all-consuming rage and barbarity of Medea, who 

is willing to kill her own children to revenge herself upon her betraying husband. 

H) The Princess 

 As the Princess never speaks or physically appears in the play, she is less a 

character than a significant figure. She is Creon's daughter and Jason's new bride. We 

learn any subtleties of her character through the Messenger's report. She seems to 

behave as one would expect a young, privileged, and beautiful wife to behave. She 

dies when she puts on the poisoned dress and crown  Medea gives her as gifts. 

I)  The Nurse 

 The nurse is our first introduction to the world of the play and delivers a 

kind of prologue. She sums up the back-story, whilst regretting the present. 

She sets the tone for the tragedy to come, with her portentous foreboding: 

She hates to have her kids near her… I am frightened she is planning 

something in her mind. A foreigner like Medea, she has an affinity for her 

dear mistress. She also represents the slave-class: but he is my master so I 

cannot curse him. She provides the voice of reason: we should be moderate 

in all things but, like the Chorus, does nothing to stop Medea’s murderous 

actions. 
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2.9 Themes in Medea 

A) Revenge 

 The seductive appeal of revenge is part of the play's enduring popularity. Medea 

is willing to sacrifice everything to make her revenge perfect. She murders her own 

children, paradoxically, to protect them from the counter-revenge of her enemies; she 

also kills them to hurt Jason, although in slaying them she is dooming herself to a life 

of remorse and grief. But part of Medea's appeal is its power as a revenge fantasy; 

just like Medea, all have at one time or another been beset by enemies whose power 

is institutionally protected and unfair. And like Medea, we have fantasized about the 

satisfaction of a perfect revenge. Like the Chorus, we watch Medea with a mixture of 

horror and excitement. 

B) Greatness and pride 

 The Greeks were fascinated by the thin line between greatness and hubris. 

Throughout their literature, there is a sense that the same traits that make a man or 

woman great can lead to their destruction. Euripides plays with the idea of greatness 

here, often to surprising effects. Medea has some of the makings of a great hero, but 

Euripides distorts and dislocates these traits, twisting some of the conventions of his 

art. Her greatness of intellect and self-absorption are beyond doubt, but the reduced 

field for these talents makes her into a monster. 

 Pride, closely connected to greatness, is likewise distorted. While many 

tragedies give us a kind of clean satisfaction in the tragic, any satisfaction gained 

from watching Medea takes perverse form. Medea's pride drives her to unnecessarily 

brutal action. There is a tremendous sense of waste. She fully exacts her revenge, and 

then takes the brutality a step further, beyond the bounds of myth, by slaying her own 

children (Euripides' addition to the story). Hers is the damaged and distorted pride of 

a woman, condescended to for her sex and her barbarian origin, who is nonetheless 

superior to everyone around her. After all she has suffered, in some ways Medea is 

most infuriated when she is ridiculed by fools. 

C) The position of women 

 Euripides was fascinated by women and the contradictions of the Greek sex-

gender system; his treatment of gender is the most sophisticated one to be found in 

the works of any ancient Greek writer. Medea's opening speech to the Chorus is 
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Classical Greek literature's most eloquent statement about the injustices that befall 

women. He also recognizes that the position of women, and their subordination to 

men, is inextricable from the very core of social order in Greece. Greek society 

functions thanks to injustice. Athens, a city that prided itself as a place more free 

than the neighboring dictatorships, was nonetheless a city that depended on slave 

labor and the oppression of women. (The typical apology offered by admirers of 

Athens is that all ancient societies were sexist and dependent on slave labor; this 

generality is untrue. Many societies were more generous in their treatment of women 

than the Greeks were; and many societies functioned, even in the ancient world, 

without slave labor.) Euripides was aware of these hypocrisies, and he often pointed 

out the ways that Greek society attempted to efface or excuse the injustices it 

perpetrated. 

 At the same time, Medea is not exactly a feminist role model. Euripides shows 

the difficulties that befall women, but he does not give us tinny virgin heroines. He 

gives us real women, who have suffered and become twisted by their suffering. What 

we see is not a story of female liberation, but a war between the sexes in which all 

emerge scarred. 

D) Exile 

 Modern audiences have difficulty conceiving of how horrible exile was for the 

ancient Greeks. A person's city-state was home and protector; to wander, without 

friends or shelter, was considered a fate as horrible as death. Medea, for the sake of 

her husband, has made herself an exile. She is far from home, without family or 

friends to protect her. In her overzealous advocacy of her husband's interest, she has 

also made their family exiles in Corinth. Because of her actions in Iolcus, Jason 

cannot return home. Their position is vulnerable. Jason, hero of the Golden Fleece 

(although Euripides emphasizes that Medea was the true agent behind the success of 

the quest) is now a wanderer. His marriage is shrewd and calculating: he takes a 

bride of Corinth's royal family. He is faithless, but he has a point when he argues to 

Medea that something needed to be done to provide their family with security. 

 Euripides links the themes of exile and the position of women. When 

emphasizing the circumstances women must bear after marriage (leaving home, 

living among strangers), Medea is reminding us of the conditions of exile. Her 

position, then, is doubly grave, as she is an exile in the ordinary sense and also an 
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exile in the sense that all women are exiles. She is also a foreigner, and so to the 

Greeks she will always be "barbarian." 

E) Manipulation 

 Manipulation is an important theme. Medea, Jason, and Creon all try their hand 

at manipulation. Jason used Medea in the past; he now manipulates the royal family 

of Corinth to secure his own ends. Creon has made a profitable match between his 

daughter and Jason, hoping to benefit from Jason's fame as the hero of the Golden 

Fleece. But Medea is the master of manipulation. Medea plays perfectly on the 

weaknesses and needs of both her enemies and her friends. Medea plays to Creon's 

pity, and to the old king's costly underestimation of the sorceress. With Aegeus, she 

uses her skills as a bargaining chip and takes advantage of the king's soft-heartedness 

to win a binding oath from him. Against Jason, she uses his own shallowness, his 

unmerited pride, and his desire for dominance. She plays the fawning and submissive 

woman, to her husband's delight and gratification. Jason buys the act, demonstrating 

his lack of astuteness and his willingness to be duped by his own fantasies. 

F) Child Killing and Society 

 If the psychoanalytical approach runs the risk of anachronism, the Greek and 

Roman worlds had another manifestation of child killing which the myth of Medea 

could reflect – infant exposure. There is stillmuch scholarly debate about this ancient 

practice, whereby unwanted infants were abandoned, thus sparing the parents the 

blood guilt of directly killing the child. It is difficult to assess the frequency of this 

practice, and the likelihood of girls rather than boys being exposed. It is also true that 

many individuals in the ancient world suffered fromin fertility, so that an exposed 

child might well be found and adopted by another family. 

 Nevertheless, the idea of exposing a baby is found in several myths, which may 

indicate a societal anxiety about this issue. The Trojan Warcould have been averted if 

the infant Paris (Alexandros) had been killed, but his mother chose to abandon him 

instead, and he survived, returning to Troy and eventually destroying the city; 

Oidipous was exposed by his father to prevent the fulfilment of an oracle, but 

survived and did as prophesied kill his father and marry his mother; on a happier 

note, Ion was exposed by his mother after she was raped by Apollo, and is only 

reunited with her when he is an adult. Although this story pattern has a direct point of 

reference in the ancient practice of exposure, we should also note the folktale pattern, 
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most commonly known in the western world as the story of ‘Babes in the Wood’. 

The pattern can be linked to a psychological reading, as the child’s fear of 

abandonment. We should note, however, that in socio-historical times, the decision 

as to whether a child would be accepted or rejectedlay with the father, not the 

mother, so that the role of Medea is more difficult to parallel. 

G) Ethnicity 

 Fear of outsiders is one aspect of Medea’s story which can be studied with a 

number of the approaches already mentioned. In a structuralist analysis, Medea is the 

foreigner who comes into the Greek world and disrupts the division of Greeks and 

non-Greeks. The figure of thewitch throughout history has also been centred around 

a discourse of alienation. Fear of the unknown can lead to the demonization of 

certain elements of society, and witches have traditionally been linked with places or 

ethnicities different from the dominant culture. Witches were traditionally associated 

in the ancient world with specific locations, such as Thessaly and Asia, areas on the 

edge of the known world. In later societies, witchcraft could be located in liminal 

spaces, such as the blasted heath in Shakespeare’s Macbeth, or some where entirely 

imaginary. This spatial identification can be seen as a physical delineation of a 

psychological crisis – that which cannot be easily accommodated in the psyche is 

physically removed to a distant place. 

 Kolchis is at the edge of the world in early myth; Mimnermus (fr. 11a)says that 

the city of Aietes is on the border of the Ocean, the great riverwhich was believed to 

encircle the world, and thus marked its outerlimits. This area of the world was known 

to the Greeks in the archaic period via trade links, and was a fertile site for the 

exchange of material, cultures and stories. It was, however, not a well-known 

geographicalarea, and fear of the unknown was a powerful force. Transferring 

thismotif to the people of Kolchis, Diodorus Siculus gives a version of the story 

whereby Aietes puts to death all foreigners, and Medea aspriestess of Artemis is 

charged with this task, but tries to save strangers, a similar motif to that found in 

Euripides’ play Iphigeneia in Tauriswhere Iphigeneia is also the priestess of Artemis. 

This story type givesmatching reasons for ethnic hostility: the Greeks are afraid 

because the foreigners will kill them, but the ‘foreigners’ perceive the Greeksas 

dangerous. 
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 In the Greek world, the discourse of ethnicity was central to the creation of 

identity. While individuals were fiercely loyal to their citystate, there was also a clear 

distinction of them and us, Greeks and non-Greeks. Euripides’ play not only 

emphasises issues about menversus women, but also emphasises and distorts the 

issue of boundaries per se. Jason tells Medea that she is lucky to be living in the 

Greek world, demonstrating the Greek belief in their cultural superiority, but Medea 

pours scorn on his ‘Greek’ behaviour as fundamental lyimmoral. When the play was 

first produced in 431 BC it was only twenty years since Athens had enacted a law 

restricting citizenship. 

 It is interesting to note that this issue of ethnic identity, which couldhave such 

specific Greek and Athenian implications, is also one of the strongest themes in 

modern treatments of the myth. 

H) Mortality and Divinity 

 To this point, we have been exploring the character of Medea as amortal 

woman, an interpretation which she herself promotes as shetries to ally herself to the 

chorus of Korinthian women, and to dispel Kreon’s fears. However, Medea’s 

mortality is open to question in thisplay. We have seen that in previous versions of 

the myth, Medea’sdivine genealogy figured prominently. As granddaughter of Helios 

shebelongs to a family with many magical powers. Her father employed powers 

more than mortal in attempting to stop Jason stealing the Golden Fleece, and 

Medea’s aid to Jason was also magical. 

 Euripides’ version adds an extra layer of complexity to the myth as the play 

explores the boundaries between mortal and immortal. The liminality of Medea’s 

character will be a strong focus in laterversions of the myth, and Euripides’ play is 

where this development first appears explicitly. One of the striking features of 

Medea’s male/female persona in the play is that she displays the traits of both 

genders to an extreme. The excesses of her character can be seen as a mark 

ofdivinity, as gods are presented in Greek religion as taking mortal characteristics to 

extremes. Furthermore, the ability of one character to be both masculine and 

feminine could be read in the ancient world as something unnatural, to the extent that 

it could be taken asindicative of divinity. In modern societies, we are increasingly 

open to the idea that gender boundaries are to some extent artificial creations of 

society. In fifth-century Athens, the gender boundaries were supposed to be natural, 
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and thus anyone who could break them as confidently as Medea would be seen as 

unnatural and verging on the divine. 

 Medea’s divine powers in this play are largely hidden at the start by Medea 

herself. It is only as the play progresses that we see more of her family background, 

as she has the means to poison a dress and thus kill the princess, and finally she is 

rescued by her grandfather, the sungod, Helios. It is noteworthy that the only 

successfully supportive family relationship depicted in the play is that between 

Medea and her grandfather, and the final scene of the play forces the audience to 

contemplate whether Medea was ever the helpless mortal she has claimed to be. Her 

high intelligence, her ability to combine male and female traits, her willingness to 

sacrifice personal attachments in order to achieve revenge could all be understood by 

an ancient audience as indications that Medea was not mortal. One of the great 

contributions made by Euripides to the evolution of the myth was to provide such 

apowerful example of how mortality and divinity need not be directly opposed to 

each other, as binary opposites in a structuralist model, but could be seen as the 

extremes of a continuum. 

 A further aspect of this mortal/divine interaction is the problem of justice which 

is raised at the end of the play. Medea claims that Jasonhasn’t a leg to stand on when 

he calls for vengeance, because he has broken his oath of marriage (v. 1391). This 

was not an ordinary contract of marriage which could be dissolved, as in Athenian 

practice. It was a formal oath of loyalty which Jason swore to Medea when he took 

her from Kolchis, and was therefore overseen by Zeus himself in his roleas Zeus 

Horkios (Zeus of Oaths). Medea presents herself as the agent of Zeus’ revenge on 

Jason, a Fury acting as a divine figure, rather thana mortal woman seeking personal 

revenge. Medea tells Jason that shewill be a ‘curse’ on his household (v. 608), and 

the chorus say that there is a ‘fury’ in the house (v. 1260). Jason, understandably, 

does not share this view of Medea’s divine authorisation, and cries out at the end 

ofthe play that there will be vengeance for the murder of the children, that Medea in 

turn will be punished for her actions. 

 Here we see one of the most problematic and worrying aspects of Medea’s 

mythology. Even though she commits many acts of violence which would have been 

condemned throughout the Greek world, she is never punished directly. She escapes 

from Kolchis after betraying her family and killing her brother; she escapes from 
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Iolkos after tricking the daughters of Pelias into killing their father; she escapes from 

Korinth after the murder of the children; and she will escape from 

 Athens after attempting to murder These us. This is an element of the story 

which the Roman poet Ovid explored with particular subtlety, as we will see in the 

next chapter, but it is the final scenes of Euripides’ play which gives this problem its 

most powerful expression. Medea appears in the chariot of the sun god, placed high 

on the mechane, the stage crane which was used to bring gods on stage in fifth-

century tragedy. This spatial alignment makes it clear that Medea is no long era 

mortal, and raises the question of whether she ever truly was. The audience is left to 

contemplate two unpalatable conclusions as Medea escapes unpunished after 

committing the most terrible of crimes. 

 Either Medea is divine, and the gods can come among us and exactrevenge for 

our crimes with savage force; or Medea is mortal, and sometimes mortal crimes go 

unpunished. It has sometimes been said that the message or force of Euripides’ play 

comes in its warning that mortal women are powerful, and can react badly when 

slighted. However, it is doubtful whether the original audience would have viewed 

Medea as a simple mortal figure, interpreting her story as one of simple human 

equations. Certainly the story could be understood as containing hidden warnings 

aboutmale/female interactions, but the more interesting focus is the interaction 

between gods and mortals. 

 This play actively explores the contradictions inherent in the mythology of 

Medea and provides no simple answers. Euripides’ character may be mortal, 

immortal or something in between, depending on which section of the play we are 

considering, just as she appears by turns essentially female or male in her behaviour. 

It could be seenas Euripides’ greatest achievement, to take a complex figure from 

Greek myth and to encapsulate all of those complicated and often contradictory 

qualities within one dramatic character. In the final section of this chapter we will 

look in more detail at the process of mythopoesis, the constant reinvention of myth 

which Euripides employed, and the problems of presenting Medea’s story to an 

Athenian audience. To close this discussion of her characterisation in the play we 

shall look at the issue of consistency, and ask whether Euripides has managed to pin 

down the essence of the myth of Medea. 
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2.9.1 Symbols and Motifs in the play 

A) Witchcraft  

 The strongest image of Medea in the ancient world was undoubtedly that of the 

witch, the sorceress using herbs, incantations and innate magical powers to achieve 

her aims. The earliest sources, literary and artistic, show her as a dangerous magical 

figure. Her powers are not trivial – she can control natural forces, and even reverse 

the order of life and death by rejuvenating the old. In thissection we will explore the 

various ways in which Medea can be related to the idea of magic in the ancient 

world. As a practitioner, she hasaccess to a number of different traditions and 

techniques of magic, butshe can also be presented as a victim of magic, particularly 

in the areaof love magic, an example of the problematic status which characterizes 

much of her mythology. 

 The figure of the witch can be traced to different folktale elements, but the term 

‘witch’ is problematic. There is no single Greek wordmeaning ‘witch’, and the term 

has acquired a wide range of associations in English which would not necessarily be 

applicable in the Greek context. This part of the discussion, therefore, will first 

examine the Greek context of magic and witchcraft, then proceed to a wider 

discussion of the term ‘witch’ and its associations in mythological tradition. 

B) The Door 

 The door to Medea's house remains closed for the entirety of the play and all of 

the events and speeches are delivered outside of the house. The door represents more 

than one metaphorical "barrier" in the play, perhaps most significantly the 

insurmountable divide that has developed between Medea and Jason, but it may also 

be seen to represent the divide between the foreigner (Medea) and the Greeks 

(everyone else), between Creon's rulership and true justice, or between truth and 

true-seeming rhetoric. When Jason commands his men to remove the bolts and open 

the door they never get a chance to do so: Medea appears above the stage in a flying 

chariot, carrying her dead children—the barriers will not, will never, be breached. 

C) The Poisoned Crown 

 A crown is a metonym (a kind of metaphor) for rulership. Medea chooses to 

exact her revenge on Creon and the Princess with a poisoned crown, a crown that 

represents Creon and Jason's having polluted the royal line with unjust rulership. 
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Creon has earned his death and the loss of his authority by punishing the innocent 

Medea, who he himself has wronged by encouraging Medea's husband to abandon 

her and marry Creon's own daughter. Jason has earned his grief by violating his 

marriage oaths and abandoning his wife and children for the promise of future ruling 

power. 

D) Chimeras 

 Chimeras are mythical creatures, like griffins and centaurs that are composed of 

different animal parts joined together in one body. These parts are sometimes 

depicted as being in conflict with each other, meaning the animal would be at war 

with itself. The figure is significant for Medea because she herself is, figuratively, a 

kind of chimera. She is part human, part divine; part Greek, part barbarian; part 

mother, part murderer. It is fitting then that chimeras should bear the chariot that will 

take her to safety in Athens. 

E) Medea and the Gods 

 From the earliest period Medea is associated with a number ofgods. She is the 

granddaughter of Helios, the sun god, and is linkedto Hera and Aphrodite in Korinth 

(Plutarch, De Herod. malig. 871b).The link to Aphrodite is part of the story of her 

relationship with Jason, but the link to Hera goes far deeper. Hera’s sphere of 

influence, including marriage and childbirth, covers many of the same areas as does 

Medea’s. We noted above that some have argued that Medea herself was originally 

part of Hera’s manifestations. Medea is also linked to early concepts of divinity 

expressed as the figures of Demeter/Hekate as mother or earth goddess, and the role 

of Hekate as moon goddess further links Medea to Artemis. In some variants Aietes 

receives an oracle which tells him that he will be killed bya foreigner, and he 

appoints Medea as priestess of Artemis with the task of killing foreigners, a motif we 

will return to in the nextchapter. 

 There is no single pattern for Medea’s place in the divine sphere, and artistic 

sources in the classical period do not stress her associations with the Olympian gods. 

The main narratives make Medea a powerful force in her own right. Indeed, Kovacs 

(1993) has shown how there is a striking lack of divine participation in Euripides’ 

play, and Medea herself claims to be acting as an agent of Zeus’ justice. As a figure 

who is never punished for acts which would normally be seenas criminal and/or 

sacrilegious, Medea seems to exist outside theboundaries of classical Greek religion. 
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Exercises:  

2.9.2 Long answer type questions: 

1)  What warning does Creon give Medea? 

2)  Is Medea merely a study of injustice, betrayal and revenge? 

3)  Explain Medea as a tragic heroine. 

4)  In what ways are Medea and Jason presented as stereotypical male and female 

characters? 

5)  In what ways does Medea emerge as a champion of the plight of women, 

through either positive or negative example?  

6)  How does the Nurse in Medea introduce the theme of revenge in the prologos, 

or opening scene? 

7)  What is the symbolic meaning of the "house's suffering" as mentioned by the 

Chorus leader in the parados of Medea? 

8)  How does Medea explain and justify her plan to use her children to exact 

revenge? 

9)  Discuss Medea's internal conflict during her monologue in Episode 5 of Medea. 

10)  In the Exodos how is the theme of feminine power expressed through Medea's 

actions and words? 

2.9.3 Short Notes 

1)  Jason as a tragic hero 

2)  Character sketch of Medea 

3)  Role of Chorus in the play Medea 

2.10 References for further study: 

• Euripides, Medea, Geoffrey Steadman, 2015. 

• Gregory Justina (Edited by),A Companion to Greek Tragedy, Blackwell 

Publishing, 2005. 

• David Grene& Richmond Lattimore (Edited by), The Complete Greek 

Tragedies, The University of Chicago Press CHICAGO & LONDON, 2013. 

666 
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3.1 Objectives: 

After reading this unit, you will be able to: 

a) understand the origin and development of drama specifically The Elizabethan 

drama.  

b) know the significance of Christopher Marlow in the development of British 

literature 

c) appreciate The Jew of Malta as a tragic play 

d) assess the plot and its development 

e) comprehend the features of play in general and tragedy in specific with 

reference to The Jew of Malta 

3.2 Section I: General Topic 

a)  Introduction:- 

 Drama is one of the major forms of literature. It is enacted on the stage in the 

form of dialogues. The main functions of drama are to entertain and to teach. In this 

unit, students will get acquainted with golden age of the English drama, The 

Elizabethan drama which is popularized by the notable contributions of William 

Shakespeare, his predecessors, his contemporaries and his successors. In this age, 

drama was evolved from shorter religious plays of middle age- Mysteries and 

Miracles, Moralities, Interludes and finally into full length plays which are divided 

into Acts and Scenes. Thus this unit gives survey of origin and development of 

English drama. 

Presentation of Subject Matter:- 

 Elizabethan age is considered as the golden period of English drama. 

Historically the age starts with the accession of Queen Elizabeth to the English 

throne in 1558 and continues till the death of the queen in 1603. But according to 

some critics, the Elizabethan age can be extended till the death of James I in 1625. 

This age is also called the age of Shakespeare (1564- 1616) because the age is much 

dominated by the spectaculous performances of William Shakespeare’s plays. His 

works reflect the political, social and literary aspects of the age. 
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 The Elizabethan drama can be divided into three phases- Pre Elizabethan 

Drama, The Elizabethan Drama and The Post Elizabethan Drama. The first phase 

deals with the contributions of Shakespeare’s predecessors who really made the 

preparation of the great dramatic phase, the second one is related to the glorious 

achievements of Shakespeare and the final phase deals with Shakespeare’s 

successors, who are profoundly influenced by the works of Shakespeare. 

b)  Origin and Development of Drama 

 Drama had its origin in religion. In medieval period, the drama was originated 

from the attempts of clergy to teach the ignorant and illiterate masses the tenets of 

Christian faith by dramatising the services of the church at the time of Christmas and 

Easters. The plays, performed were in Latin languages and clergymen were the 

actors. These scriptural plays became more popular after the starting of the Corpus- 

Christie festival. These early shorter religious plays were based on the birth of Jesus 

Christ to his crucification and ascension. These scriptural plays, enacted in a cycle of 

plays were called as ‘Miracles’ or ‘Mysteries’. The plays, which were dealing with 

the life of Jesus Christ were called ‘Mysteries’ and those dealing with the lives of 

saints were called ‘Miracles’. 

 Later on these religious plays were replaced by the morality plays. The morality 

plays were a sort of allegories of human life, showing man’s conflict between ‘Good’ 

and ‘Evil’. The characters in moralities were personified with Virtues and Vices. The 

good example of morality was ‘Everyman’ in which allegorical characters are 

employed to examine the question of Christian salvation. 

 By the close of 15th century, with the advent of Renaissance, the revolutionary 

changes occurred in the history of England. It marked the end of dark Middle age and 

the beginning of the modern world. In the early dawn of Renaissance, the religious 

plays- Mysteries and Miracles declined but the Moralities were survived. They 

reflected the spirit of reformed religion and humanism. John Skelton’s 

‘Magnificance’ was an early morality play that attacked on the prodigality of Henry 

VIII. The reformers used moralities to propagate their own views. David Lyndsay’s, 

‘Satire of Three Estate’ attacks on the Clergy, the Nobles and the Citizens. Bishop 

Bale’s ‘King John’ combines history with morality. 

 The Secular moralities were later on developed into interludes. Moralities were 

didactic and allegorical where Interludes were light entertainments full of guilty and 
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humour. John Heywood, the master of Interlude made this form very popular. His 

most popular interlude, ‘The Four Ps’ presents four Ps, a Pedlar, Pardoner, a Palmer 

and Potycary, who dispute among themselves to tell the biggest lie. 

 In the mid of 16th century, under the influence of classics, the English drama 

was evolved into full- length plays, dividing into different acts and scenes. The first 

English comedy, ‘Ralph Roister Doister’, written by Nicholas Udall was performed 

in 1553. It had five acts and was modelled on the Latin comedy, ‘Plautus and 

Terence’. Then some farcical comedies were written. The play, ‘Needle’, written by 

Gammer Curtan was the most entertaining one. These comedies were considered as 

the precursors of the later full- fledged English comedy. The real development came 

into English drama in the form of tragedy, when it was a joint effort of lawyers- 

Sackville and Norton produced the first tragedy Gorboduc or Ferrex and Porrex. 

They were influenced by the Roman tragedian, Seneca. 

 Since the Puritan dominated the corporation of London, the dramatic 

performances were strictly prohibited in Muncipal Campus. Therefore the 

performances were shifted outside the city and thus the first concrete theatre was 

built in 1576 on the banks of river Thames by James Barbage called ‘The Theatre’. 

Later on in 1598, the famous ‘The Globe Theatre’ was established and other theatres 

like the Rose, the Fortune, the Swan, and the Blackfriar came into existence. Thus 

the establishment of theatres promoted more and more for the professional writers to 

write plays for the growing spectators.  

c)  Check Your Progress:- 

I) Say whether following statements are true or false:- 

a) Drama was originated in Elizabethan age. 

b) Miracle plays were based on the lives of saints  

c) Morality plays were didective and allegorical. 

d) The first theatre, established on the banks of Thames was The Globe 

Theatre. 

e) The Four Ps was the famous interlude. 
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II) Match the column A with column B:- 

               A                B 

        i)   Corpus Christie                        a)   James Barbage 

        ii)  Ralph Roister Doister                  b)   the first comedy 

        iii)  Henry VIII  c)   Christian festival 

        iv)  The Theatre                                 d)   the father of Queen Elizabeth                      

 v)  Gorboduc  e)   the first tragedy 

d)  Pre Elizabethan Drama (Pre Shakespearean Drama): 

 By the close of the transitional period, appeared a group of highly gifted writers 

who turned drama from childish experiment into a serious art. Almost all members of 

this group were University graduates, who studied in the oxford and Cambridge. 

Hence they are called as ‘University Wits’. John Lyly, George Peele, Robert Greene, 

Thomas Lodge, Thomas Nash, Thomas Kyd and Christopher Marlow were the 

university scholars who were the real founders of great Elizabethan drama. They 

were predecessors as well as contemporaries of Shakespeare. Their efforts to write 

dramas really proved great inspiration and guiding force for William Shakespeare 

who took drama on the glorious stage. 

 John Lyly, the first university belonged more to the prose than drama. He  used 

prose as the medium for drama. His plays, in euphuistic prose were written for the 

entertainment of the court. He had refined the courtly plays mostly comedian written 

on classical subjects. Lyly made his name with Eupheus and later on produced the 

best plays like Campaspe, Endymion, Lores Metamorphosis. His plays were highly 

artistic with the charm of fancy, wit and satire. They prepared the way for romantic 

comedy of Shakespeare.  

 George Peele was another university scholar whose plays showed great variety 

of subjects. He was not so dramatic as Lyly, but created his identity as the writer of 

melodious verse. His play ‘the arraignment of Paris’ is classical, while ‘The Old 

Wives Tale’ is romantic one. 

 Robert Greene was another university wit, who wrote for popular stage. His 

plays ‘Friar Bacon’ and ‘Friar Bungay’ and ‘James iv’ were fine representation of 
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 Elizabethan life. in these plays he had superbly sketched charming pictures of 

pure, self sacrificing women that anticipated the romantic heroines of Shakespeare.  

 Thomas Lodge and Thomas Nash were mediocre as dramatists. They wrote 

poems, pamphlets and prose fiction. They contributed very little to the development 

of Elizabethan Drama. Lodge wrote ‘A Defence of Plays’, in which he had defended 

the drama from the attack of Gasson in his ‘School of Abuse’. Beside his meagre 

contribution to English drama, Lodge wrote the novel ‘Rosalynd’ which Shakespeare 

refashioned in ‘As You like It’. Thomas Nash wrote a picaresque novel, ‘The 

Unfortunate Traveller’ or ‘The Life Of Jack Wilson’, that had enough development 

in English fiction. 

 Thomas Kyd and Christopher Marlow contributed to the development to the 

English drama by supplying thrilling action, demanded by the public. Kyd’s 

masterpiece, ‘The Spanish Tragedy’ is the revenge tragedy, written under the 

influence of Seneca (a roman tragedian). The play earned wide reputation and really 

marked distinct era in the development of English tragedy. It had its sensational plot 

with its ghost intrigue, violence and bloodshed. Shakespeare followed the 

sensationalism of Kyd in his tragedy- Hamlet. 

 Christopher Marlow was the youngest but the greatest of all university wits. He 

was blamed of atheism and immorality. He was killed in the drunken brawl at the age 

of twenty nine. In his short dramatic literary career, he wrote six marvellous plays 

which, reflect zeal passion and fervour. His major works are the four plays- ‘The 

Massacre At Parls’, ‘Dedo’, ‘The queen of Casthuge’ and the non dramatic poem, 

‘Hero and Leander’. The first play, ’Tamburlaine’, deals with man’s lust for power. 

It brought Marlow wide popularity but his real achievement as dramatist was proved 

through his second play ‘Dr Faustus’. It is a story of a dissatisfied man who for the 

sake of knowledge and power sells his own doom. Thus the tragedy of Faustus is 

caused by the weakness of his own character. Again the play The Jew Of Malta is a 

story of man’s greed for wealth as well as revenge for enemy and ‘Edward II’ is 

Marlow’s historical play which made a way to 'Richard II’, ‘King John’ and other 

historical plays of Shakespeare. Marlow’s heroes are not common men but giants 

whose tragic dooms caused by their burning passion. In Dr Faustus, it is an 

uncontrolled thirst for knowledge and power, in Tamburlaine it is again thirst for 

power and in The Jew of Malta, it is greed of riches and hatredness for enemies. 
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 Marlow’s tragedy is very much significant as far as his contribution of blank 

verse and over reaching protagonists and element of inner conflict to English tragedy 

is concerned. He is rightly considered as a morning star of The Great Elizabethan 

Drama. He has profoundly influenced Shakespeare. So the great critic, Swinburne 

aptly says, “Before him, there was neither genuine blank verse nor genuine tragedy 

in our language. After his arrival, the way was prepared and the paths were made 

straight for Shakespeare”.  

e)  Check Your Progress:- 

A)  Match the column A with column B:- 

    A            B 

 i)  Dr Faustus                        a) Thomas Kyd 

 ii)  Seneca   b) John Lyly 

 iii)  Unfortunate Traveller c) Thomas Nash 

 iv)  Spanish Tragedy  d) Christopher Marlow 

 v)  Euphues   e) a Roman Tragedian 

B)  Complete the following sentences by filling the blanks with appropriate 

words:- 

 i)  A group of writers, who laid the foundation of Elizabethan Drama were   

________. 

 ii)  ________ is called as Morning Star of Elizabethan age. 

 iii)  Christopher Marlow wrote his tragedies in his mighty line________. 

 iv)  Thomas Lodge’s novel, Rosalynd was refashioned by Shakespeare for his 

play_______. 

 v)  Kyd’s Spanish Tragedy is based on _________ tragedy. 

f)  The Elizabethan Drama-  Shakespeare’s Contribution 

 The Elizabethan age is considered as the golden period for English drama. It is 

called as the rich flowering stage of Renaissance. England under the rule of Queen 

Elizabeth met with prosperity in all spheres. Being lover of art and literature, she 
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always encouraged the poets, playwrights to produce the great literary works. Hence 

her reign was rightly considered as the nest for singing birds. 

 William Shakespeare, the world’s greatest poet and playwright belongs to the 

great age of Queen Elizabeth. He is considered the national poet of England and also 

as Bard of Avon. Sometimes the age is considered as the age of Shakespeare as it 

was dominated by his plays. He wrote for the public stage, fulfilling the tastes and 

interests of the audience of the times. In the words of Ben Johnson “He was not of an 

age but of all ages, not of one country but of all countries. He is world’s immortal 

poet. He wrote for the Elizabethan stage and audience, but he is read and enjoyed 

today not only by the English people but by the English speaking people throughout 

the world”. He had the ability to lift the narrow world of the story to a higher, wider 

and a vaster world. He has dealt with powerful passions, with joys and sorrows 

common to all humanity. So his plays have a universal appeal that has made him the 

world’s greatest playwright. 

 Shakespeare’s dramatic career roughly covers a period of twenty years from 

1591 to 1611. During this period, he wrote 37 plays, 154 Sonnets and two long 

narrative poems- ‘Venus and Adonis’ and ‘The Rape of Lucrece’. He has written 

comedies, tragedies, historical plays and dramatic romances. 

Shakespearean Tragedy :- 

 Shakespeare’s earlier tragedies were influenced by Thomas Kyds and 

Christopher Marlow. His early tragedy, ‘Titus Andronicus’ was imitation of Kyds 

‘Spanish Tragedy’. His historical plays Henry IV, King John, Richard II, Richard III 

have tragic elements, developed under the influence of Marlow. But his real tragic art 

is shown in ‘Romeo and Juliet’. In fact it is the first tragedy of Shakespeare.  

 The personal gloomy life led Shakespeare to produce the four great tragedies- 

Othello, Hamlet, King Lear and Macbeth. They are the dark tragedies that present the 

tragic vision of Shakespeare and his views to human predicament. These great 

tragedies are tales of sufferings, resulting in death. These tragedies are the tragedies 

of characters. His heroes are royal, dignitary persons, whose downfall is caused by a 

fatal weakness in their own characters. In Hamlet, it is an excessive refinement of 

sensuality; in ‘Othello’, it is excessive simplicity of mind, in ‘King Lear’, it is 

excessive egoism and uncontrolled temper , in ‘Macbeth’, it is inordinate ambition 

and in ‘Antony and Cleopatra’, it is unbridled passion of love. Sometimes the fate or 
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destiny plays a vital role in this tragic flaw of hero or heroine. On account of this 

weakness, he or she suffers terribly and ultimately meets to his doom. This downfall 

or ruin of high stately person creates cathartic effects, arousing pity and fear in the 

minds of audiences. 

 Shakespearean tragedy is the story of a single star. The entire story is revolved 

around the central figure. Hero’s suffering from beginning to the end darkens the 

story. This leads upto the death of the hero. In the words of critic, Bradley, “It is a 

tale of suffering and calamity, conducting to death”. 

 Shakespearean tragedy presents the struggle between Good and Evil. According 

to the great literary critic, Edward Dowden, “Tragedy as conceived by Shakespeare is 

concerned with the ruin or restoration of the soul and of the life of the man. In other 

words, its subject is the struggle of Good and Evil in the world”. The theme of 

Shakespearean tragedy is struggle between Good and Evil in the world. In this 

struggle the good suffers terribly and is perished alongwith the evil. The Hero, 

inspite of his virtuous qualities dies alongwith his opponent. So there is no poetic 

justice in Shakespearean tragedy. In true sense of justice, the virtue is not rewarded. 

In it we find that alongwith Vice, the Virtue is also punished. The good characters 

are terribly suffered and meet with their tragic death, without any faults on their part. 

Hence in Shakespearean tragedy, only partial justice is made. In Hamlet and King 

Lear, the Good is destroyed alongwith the Evil. In Othello, vicious Iago is punished 

but alongwith innocent Desdemona is also victimized. The ruin of Macbeth is caused 

by evil in him. 

 Conflict is soul of the drama. The dramatic action  is developed with the 

developments of conflict. This conflict may be external or internal. The external 

conflict may be between two persons, two groups, two ideas. It plays significant role 

in Shakespearean tragedy. It causes to develop the internal conflict. The Internal 

conflict refers to the dilemma in mind of hero. The hero is torn between two opposite 

forces. He is constantly pulled from both ends. On account of this internal conflict, 

the hero suffers the agony of hell. Hamlet entangles in dilemmatic questions ‘To Be 

or not to Be’. Othello is torn between love and jealousy, Macbeth is tormented 

between ambition and loyalty. King Lear suffers great agony on account of 

ungratefulness and treachery of his daughters.      
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 Superstitious audiences of the Elizabethan age believed in supernatural 

creatures. Shakespeare wrote his tragedies, supplying supernatural and melodramatic 

elements that were demanded by the audiences. Considering the tastes and interests 

of the audience of the time, Shakespeare introduced ghosts, witches, wizards, magic 

and other supernatural creatures. The themes of all four great tragedies are 

sensational. Macbeth has its witches, ghosts and apparitions, its murder in darkened 

castle, thrilling sight of Lady Macbeth, walking in her sleep. In Hamlet, there is a 

ghost and grave- diggers. The supernatural elements contribute for the developments 

of the action of his tragedies.  

Shakespearean Comedy :- 

 Shakespeare started his dramatic career with farcical comedies. In his early stage 

of immaturity, he wrote ‘Love’s Labour’s Lost’, ‘The Comedy of Errors’, ‘The Two 

Gentlemen of Verona’ and ‘The Taming of Shrew’. In these early comedies, 

Shakespeare was deeply inspired by University Wits. In his comedy, ‘Love’s 

Labour’s Lost’, he is inspired by witty dialogues of John Lyly. It is full of jest and 

light hearted merriment. His another play ‘The Comedy of Errors’ is a free 

adaptation of Plautine comedy. ‘The Two Gentlemen of Verona’ is based on Spanish 

romance. In ‘The Taming of Shrew’, he turns from mechanical farce to a serious 

comedy, dependent on character. ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’ is the best of 

Shakespeare’s early comedies. In this popular comedy, he introduced the fantastic 

world of fairies, kings, queens. The characters like Puck, Bottom are Shakespeare’s 

comic creations. 

 Shakespeare’s comic spirit is splendidly manifested in his matured romantic 

comedies- ‘Much Ado About Nothing’, ‘Twelfth Night’, ‘The Merchant Of Venice’, 

‘As You Like It’, ‘The Merry Wives of Windsor’. ‘Much Ado About Nothing’ is a 

brilliant comedy charged with vivacity and sparkling wit. ‘As You Like It’ and 

‘Twelfth Night’ are the funniest comedies of Shakespeare. Shakespeare produced the 

first great romantic comedy, ‘The Merchant of Venice’. 

 Other comedies of Shakespeare- ‘Measure for Measure’, ‘All is Well That Ends 

Well’ and ‘Troilus and Cressida’ are considered as dark comedies or problem 

comedies. In these problem plays, Shakespeare recorded the details of human nature 

and put forward the contemporary social problems, faced by the protagonists.  
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 Shakespearean comedy is a romantic comedy which didn’t follow the rules of 

dramatic creation, prescribed by the classical masters but it was written according to 

the dictates of fancy by providing an escape from the sordid realities of life and by 

avoiding three dramatic unities. In Shakespearean comedy, there is free mingling of 

comic and tragic elements and romance and realism. According to the great critic 

Raleigh, it is “rainbow world of love in idleness”. In the words of another scholar, 

Charlton, “The Shakespearean comedy is not satiric, it is poetic. It is not 

conservative; it is creative. The way of it is that of imagination rather than that of 

pure reason. It is an artist’s vision, not a critic’s exposition”.  

 The action of Shakespearean comedy takes place in a strange fantasy land. 

Shakespeare has created fantastic settings like the Forest of Arden, the mysterious 

island of Illyria and enchanted woods. These lands of romance and enchantment are 

born out of Shakespeare’s great vision. The fantastic comedy, ‘A Midsummer 

Night’s Dream’ presents the marvellous fairy world. Shakespeare has set his 

comedies in almost paradise like locations, enriched by natural beauties.  

 Shakespearean comedy is woven around the theme of love. The atmosphere of 

love between hero and heroine is surcharged entirely in his comedies from the 

beginning to the end. In Shakespearean world of romance, the lovers are entangled in 

love making business. True love according to Shakespeare is not Time’s fool. It, 

being firm and constant, does not alter with the alternation of time. The love at first 

sight is applicable to Shakespeare’s lovers. The youthful passions have no business 

with reason. They are strongly fascinated to each other. The path of lovers do not run 

smooth but it has number of obstacles and hindrances. In course of time, they are 

separated by misunderstandings, hostility and opposition of parents, friends, and 

family- members. Finally, after much of struggle, risks and adventures, they are 

reunited. Hence Shakespearean comedies have happy endings with the ringing of 

wedding bells.  

 The Fate or Destiny plays significant role in the Shakespearean comedy. Unlike 

the tragedies, the fate in his comedies is not harsh, malevolent and unfavourable but 

it is very compassionate and mirthful. The complications, problems, occurred in the 

lives of character are resolved by the favour of fate. The critic, Raleigh aptly says, 

“Fate in the realm of comedy, appears in the milder and more caparious character of 

fortune, whose wheel turns again and again and vindicates the merry heart”. 
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 Shakespearean comedy invokes supernatural and fantastical world. The 

supernatural and magical creatures like fairies, ghosts, witches, wizards and 

magicians play mischievous roles. The fairies- Puck and Oberon in A Midsummer 

Night’s Dream play mischievously with feelings of other characters.  

 Shakespearean comedy laughs with people not laughs at people. In order to 

amuse his audiences, Shakespeare has deliberately created fools and jesters. The 

Elites and Groundlings both were drawn to the theatres by Shakespearean fools and 

clowns. Shakespeare has used fools in seventeen of his comedies. There are two 

types of fools- wise fools and rustic fools, used in Shakespearean comedies. The wise 

fools are courtly Jesters, who provide fun by their intellectual jokes and th Rustic 

fools are stupid or absurd jesters, who create jokes or fun by wrong use of words. 

Shakespeare shows great artistic skill in providing dramatic relief by introducing 

amusing characters. He has made them integral to action by attaching them to other 

characters.  

 Feminine characters of Shakespearean comedies are kindly, light hearted and 

humorous. The heroines are gifted with heavenly beauty and charm. Helena, Portia, 

Rosalind, Viola, Isabella are divinely good and virtuous. An array of glittering 

heroines, bright, beautiful, witty enlivens the world of the comedy of Shakespeare. In 

the words of Ruskin, “Shakespeare has only heroines and no heroes”. The world of 

Shakespearean comedy is a world made safe for women. Rosalind, Portia, Viola, 

though they are rich in witty and eloquent discourse are frank and simple in thought.  

Historical plays of Shakespeare: 

 Shakespeare also wrote the historical plays, portraying the lives of popular 

English Kings from King John to Henry VIII. These historical plays of Shakespeare 

are marked with patriotic note. In other words of S.T Coleridge, “One great object 

his historical plays was to make his countrymen more patriotic, to make English 

proud of being Englishmen”. Shakespeare has written series of ten historical plays 

ranging from King John to Henry VIII covering 350 years English history from 1200 

to 1550. Each of these plays conveys a moral lesson. The historical plays of 

Shakespeare prepared a way for his comedy and tragedy. 

Shakespeare’s Dramatic Romances: 

 In the last phase of his dramatic career, Shakespeare wrote dramatic romances- 

‘Pericles’, ‘Cymbeline’, ‘Winter’s Tale’ and ‘Tempest’. These plays are neither 
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tragedies nor comedies. After his tragic period, Shakespeare sought a sound peace of 

mind. The Dramatic Romances show Shakespeare’s mood of reconciliation between 

the powers of repentance and forgiveness and those of error and guilt.      

Post Elizabethan Drama: 

 The Elizabethan drama can be extended to include Jacobean and Caroline 

dramatists. After Shakespeare, the playwrights, who wrote in the reign of Charles I, 

are generally called Jacobean or Caroline. According to some critics, the Elizabethan 

drama can be stretched out to Puritan age till the close of theatres in 1642. Among 

the leading playwrights, some were contemporaries and successors of Shakespeare. 

These writers include Ben Johnson, Thomas Dekker, Thomas Middleton and John 

Webster, Thomas  Heywood, Beamount and Fletcher, Massinger, Ford and Shirley. 

Ben Johnson:  

 Ben Jonson is the greatest of the group of writers who wrote for public theatres 

outside Shakespeare. He is considered the second most important dramatist after 

Shakespeare. Christopher Marlow was Shakespeare’s greatest rival in his earlier 

career and so Ben Jonson was in his later career. Ben Johnson is the first English 

neo-classic, who strongly protested against the romantic exuberance of Elizabethan 

drama. He successfully tried to infuse the classical spirit of realism in comedy. He 

has depicted the realistic picture of contemporary London society. His comedies 

expose the follies and absurdities, fads and fashions of English society. In his 

comedies, he tried to revive the realistic and satirical comedy of classical literature. 

 Ben Jonson is a voluminous writer and has written comedies, historical 

comedies and court masques. The best known comedies of Ben Johnson are 

‘Everyman in his Humour’, ‘Epicoene’ or ‘The Silent Woman’, ‘The Alchemist’ and 

‘Bartholomew Fair’. The ‘Everyman in his Humour’, is first play which marks the 

beginning of new “Comedy of Humours”. In the prologue of this play, Johnson 

attacked the romantic conventions of contemporary theatre and expounded his own 

theory of drama. The comedy, which Ben Jonson created is known as Comedy of 

Humours. This new comedy is classical in technique, observing three dramatic 

writers. In this new comedy, Johnson followed latin classical masters- Platus and 

Terence. The purpose of this comedy is to satirize the vices of contemporary society. 

 Everyman in his Humour is key to all the comic plays of Jonson. It is considered 

the epoch making play, staged in 1598. But Ben Johnson failed to create this comedy 
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in accordance with medieval conception of the four humours- hot, dry, cold and 

moist. In the comedy of humour, each character represents some humour. The 

actions of the characters are governed by some over mastering passions. The purpose 

of this comedy is to satirize the follies and foibles, vices and absurdities of the 

contemporary society. So Jonsian comedy is realistic, satirical and classical. 

 Other comic masterpieces of Jonson are ‘Epicoene’ or ‘The Silent Woman’ and 

the ‘Alchemist’. Epicoene or The Silent Woman is the most delightful of Johnson’s 

comedies, acted in 1599. It attacks on the absurd character and fashions of the day. 

 Other matured comedy of Jonson is The Alchemist, which is written in blank 

verse. It is highly entertaining, dramatic play that satirizes on human greed. It 

delineates men are much avaricious and women are vain and libertine. The play is 

masterpiece of plot-construction. 

 His later comedies- Volpone is merciless satire of greed and lust. It is the story 

of a trickster who delights and plots and intrigues. The theme of greed in the play is 

embodied by Volpone, Mosca. Bartholomew fair is the most entertaining play that 

satirizes the puritans.  

 Ben Jonson also wrote The Masques for the court of James I. The best of these 

are The Satyr, The Masque of Beauty, The Masque of Queen, Cupid etc. In these 

Masques, Jonson has skilfully mingled allegory, mythology, and fairy tales. 

 Ben Jonson has also written two tragedies- Sejanus and Catiline. Having 

inspired by Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar, Jonson tried to write these tragedies but 

didn’t prosper. They are only result of his elaborate reading and research and are 

remained only in the fair of documentation. They were pedantic and dull. So as a 

tragedian, Johnson was totally a failure. 

 A group of writers, who were profoundly influenced by Ben Jonson are known 

as ‘Tribe of Ben’.  

Thomas Middleton:  

 Thomas Middleton stands with John Fletcher, Ben Jonson among the most 

successful and prolific of the playwrights during Jacobean period. He is equally 

successful in comedy and tragedy. His satirical comedies- “A Trick to Catch The Old 

One”, A Chastemaid In Cheapside are intensively realistic. The same power of 

reality is shown in his tragedies Women beware Women and ‘The Changeling’ are 
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Middleton’s masterpiece-tragedies. ‘Women Beware Women takes place in Italy and 

deals with the life of the famous Italian courtesan. ‘Changeling’ is a powerful play 

that deals with beautiful but fickle minded girl. His play ‘Witch’ is remembered 

more for its resemblance with Shakespeare’s ‘Macbeth’. 

Thomas Dekkar: 

 Thomas Dekkar wrote realistic comedies, based on London life. His most 

famous play, ‘The Shoemaker’s Holiday’ is reamarkable for its central figure- Simon 

Eyre, the shoemaker, who becomes the Mayor of London. His another play, ‘The 

Honest Whore’ deals with the prostitute, who wants to lead an honest life  

Thomas Heywood: 

 Thomas Heywood is the most prolific playwright of the age. He introduced a 

new type of play- ‘The Domestic Play’ which deals with middle-class society and its 

disloyalty with one another. He wrote in abundance more than two hundred plays. 

Only famous of these is ‘A Woman Killed With Kindness’ which is a realistic 

tragedy of domestic life. this is a tragic story of a good wife who succumbs to 

temptation in a moment of weakness. The husband punishes her with his kindness. 

Revelation of her husband’s noble nature, she feels spiritual agony and ultimately 

dies in her repentance. The repentant sinner is forgiven just before her death. 

Tourneur and John Webster: 

 These two are always mentioned together, produced highly sensational 

melodramas, dealing with the life of Renaissance Italy. Tourneur’s two plays- ‘The 

Revenger’s Tragedy’ and ‘The Athesist’s Tragedy’ are gloomy melodramas, set in 

Italy. They are revenge tragedies modelled on Senecan Tragedy. 

 John Webster is the greatest post Elizabethan playwright as far as his tragedies 

are concerned. His famous plays- The White Devil and The Dutches of Malfi are 

powerful sensational melodramas which display the tragic power which is next only 

to Shakespeare’s. 

Beaumont and Fletcher: 

 Beaumont and Fletcher were popular pair, who collaborately produced fifty- two 

plays. Their plays were noted for their poetic fancy, graceful languages and high 

technical skill. The important joint works of the duo are The Knight of the Burning 

Pestle, Philaster, The Maid’s Tragedy, A King and No King. Fletcher had 
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collaboration with Shakespeare in the plays- Henry VII and ‘The Two Noble 

Kinsmen’. He single-handedly wrote the most popular drama, ‘The Faithful 

Shepherdess’, a pastoral drama with a great poetic beauty. 

Massinger, Ford and Shirley: 

 These three dramatists are the later Shakespeare’s successors, whose works, 

mark the end of the Elizabethan drama. Their works were lacking in originality and 

innovative subjects. They simply tried to imitate the tradition of previous writers. 

Only Philip Massinger is known for his comedy, ‘A New Way to Pay Old Debts’. He 

was deeply influenced by Ben Johnson. The drama was totally degraded with Ford’s 

play, ‘Tis Pity She’s A Whore’, which dealt with  theme of incestuous love. Shirley 

was the last and least decadent, who was writing after the closing of theatres by 

Puritan Parliament in 1642. His realistic comedies, dealing with fashionable upper 

class formed the link between The Elizabethan and The Restoration Drama. Thus the 

glory of Elizabethan drama was declined with the closing of theatres in 1642 by 

Puritan Parliament. In this way the golden age of English drama came to an end.             

g)  Check your progress: 

I)  Fill in the following blanks by choosing the best alternatives given below:- 

1) William Shakespeare wrote ____ plays 

 a) 36         b) 37        c) 38      d) 154 

2) Ben Johnson wrote new comedy, called ____ 

 a) Comedy of manner    b) Comedy of humours     

 c) Sentimental Comedy    d) tragi- comedy 

3) The playwrights, who wrote in the reign of Charles-I are called as ______             

writers. 

 a) Jacobean     b) Elizabethan     c) Restoration    d) University Wits 

4) Webster’s ‘ Dutches of Malfi’ is ____    play. 

 a) Sensational melodrama b) Tragedy 

 c) Comedy  d) Farce 
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5)  A group of dramatists who were influenced by Ben Johnson are called 

_____. 

 a) Metaphysics b) Sons of Ben c) disciples  d) brothers of Ben 

II) Match the column A with column B 

             A                                                                      B 

1) William Shakespeare                  a)  Shoemaker’s Holiday 

2) Ben Johnson                                 b)  Duchess of Malfi 

3) John Webster                               c)  Latin Classical Masters  

4) Thomas Dekkar                            d)  Everyman in his Humour 

5) Plautus and Terence                    e)  Antony and Cleopatra 

h)  Terms To Remember:- 

1) Corpus Christie – a Christian religious festival celebrated as the body of                   

Christ by Roman Catholics on (Thursday after Trinity Sunday) 

2) Renaissance – the rebirth or revival of interest in the art and culture of ancient 

Greece and Rome. 

3) University Wits – a group of University graduates/scholars who laid 

foundations of the Elizabethan drama. 

4) Seneca – a Roman tragedian whose revenge tragedy was followed as model 

5) Allegory – is the figure of speech in which abstract ideas are described in terms 

of characters, figure and events with an objective to teach some kind of moral 

lessons. 

6) Platus and Terence – Roman classical comedians /Roman classical masters 

who prescribed the dramatic rules of composition of comedy. 

7) Three Dramatic Unities – three unities presented in Aristotle’s Poetic unity of 

Action, Place and time 

8) Blank verse – blank verse is unrhyming verse in iambic pentameter lines.  

Marlow, Shakespeare wrote their tragedies in blank verse.  
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9) Masques – it is dramatic entertainment in which characters wear masks on their 

faces. 

10) Catharsis – to arouse the feelings of pity and fear in the minds of audience. 

11) Humanism – is a democratic and ethical life stance that tells human have rights 

and responsibilities to shape their own lives. 

i)  Answers to check your progress: 

Check your progress I- 

A) a) False 

b) True 

c) True  

d) False 

e) True 

B)  I – c,      II- e,     III- d,      IV- a,     V- b  

Check your progress II- 

A)  i- d,     ii- e,    iii- c,     iv –a ,     v- b. 

B) 

1)  University Wits 

2)  Christopher Marlow 

3)  The Blank Verse 

4)  As You Like It 

5)  Senecan 

Check Your Progress III- 

A)  i- b,    ii- b,     iii- a,     iv- a,      v- b 

B)  I ------- e ,     II---------d ,     III-----b,   IV----a,     V-----c.     
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3.3 Section II: Christopher Marlowe’s The Jew of Malta – Summary 

and Analysis 

a)  Introduction: 

 Christopher Marlowe is one of the significant playwrights of Elizabethan period 

who is famous for his tragedies and whose works have influenced the number of 

writers so far including his contemporaries like William Shakespeare. Baptized in 

26
th
 February, 1564, he was born at Canterbury, Kent, England to John Marlowe, a 

shoemaker, and Catherine. In 1578, he was admitted to King’s School at Canterbury, 

where he completed his primary education. Then he was shifted to the then Benet 

College and now Corpus College at Cambridge from where he matriculated in 1581. 

He received a scholarship there during his graduation which he completed in 1584 in 

arts. In 1587, he completed his post-graduation, but the university refused to award 

him the degree of Master of Arts as there was a rumour that he intended to study at 

English College in Rheims in order to become a Roman Catholic priest. It is also said 

that he was deeply influenced by his tutor Francis Kett, who shaped his atheistical 

attitude towards religion. 

 After completing his education, Marlowe worked as a secret agent for Sir 

Francis Walsingham – though there are no evidences of it except a report of the Privy 

Council, which helped Marlowe to get his Masters degree – and travelled abroad in 

this capacity. Afterwards he joined Lord Admiral’s Company of Players and settled 

in London, where while working as an actor he got an opportunity to start his career 

as a dramatist. So far, he has written six plays which include Dido, Queen of 

Carthage, Tamburlaine the Great, The Jew of Malta, Edward the Second, The 

Massacre at Paris, Doctor Faustus, narrative poems such as Hero and Leander and 

The Passionate Shepherd to His Love, and translated Ovid’s Amores and Lucan’s 

Pharsalia. He died on 1593, at the age of twenty nine and as some scholars believe, 

he was assassinated on the political grounds. 

b)  List of Characters: 

Barabas: 

- protagonist of the play and Jewish merchant 

- only cares for his daughter and his huge estate 

- vows revenge when government seizes his fortune 
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- plots causing deaths including his own daughter 

- honestly accepts his crimes but seems to be hungry for power than revenge 

Abigail: 

- 14 years old beautiful daughter of Barabas 

- Sincere and dutiful towards her father 

- Becomes nun to retrieve her father’s wealth from the house 

- Realizes her father’s trick in killing Lodowick and Mathias 

- Decides to be nun after death of Mathias 

- Killed by the slave of Barabas 

Ithamore: 

- Slave of Barabas 

- Hates Christians 

- Barabas promises to make him heir after his daughter’s conversion 

- Involved in all murders that Barabas plan 

- Obsessed with money and power 

- Betrays his master for the sake of Ballamira 

Ferneze: 

- The governor of Malta 

- Confiscate the wealth of Jew merchants to fight with Turks 

- Bribes Calymath so that he can turn the situation to his advantages 

- Grieves deeply for the death of his son 

- Finally brings Barabas to his destruction 

Calymath: 

- Son of Ottoman Emperor and Turkish leader 

- Takes Barabas’ help to seize the island 

- Gives Barabas the governorship of the island 
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- Involves in the politics of Malta 

Don Mathias: 

- Friend of Lodowick  

- Loves Abigail 

- Becomes victim of the plot 

Don Lodowick: 

- Ferneze’s son 

- Loves Abigail 

- Barabas promises to marry his daughter with Lodowick 

- Victim of Barabas’ plot 

Friar Jacomo: 

- Dominican friar who converts Abigail 

- Lusts for nuns and money 

- Involves in the plot of killing Bernardine 

- Killed by Barabas 

Friar Bernardine: 

- Friar and friend of Jacomo 

- Fight with Jacomo to gain money of Barabas 

- Strangled by Ithamore with his own belt 

Bellamira: 

- A prostitute 

- Tricks Ithamore to bribe Barabas 

- Barabas uses poisoned flower to murder her 

c)  Summary: 

 The play Jew of Malta opens with a prologue narrated by Machevill, who 

presents a tragedy of Jew, who has followed the teachings of Machiavelli to become 
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the wealthiest man. He also throws light on the central theme of the play that is the 

lust for power and the cravings of a Jew to control that power. In the beginning of the 

first act, the protagonist of the play Barabas is introduced, who is in the heaps of 

gold. He desires his house to be filled with infinite riches like a wealthy Moor, who 

receives heaps of pearls at free and sells it with the high cost. He is waiting for his 

ships to return with spices and silks from the east. After some time, the news comes 

to him that his ships have been arrived safely in the docks of Malta. The merchant 

informs him to pay the custom, the amount of which surpasses the wealth of many 

local merchants. The second merchant enters and tells him that another ship from 

Alexandria has arrived with rich oriental treasure. Meanwhile, three Jews approache 

him informing that they have to visit senate-house as the Turkish navy is threatening 

Malta for the unpaid tribute of last ten years to Ottoman Empire. Governor Ferneze 

requests for time from the Turkish leader Calymath, which he accepts and promises 

to send the messenger within a month. Then, Ferneze orders that all Jews in Malta 

must give half of their estate in order to pay the tribute, but he excludes the 

Christians from it. Therefore, Barabas rebels and says that most of the Jews in Malta 

are poor and cannot pay it. However, Ferneze instructs them to increase the portion 

of contribution from rich Jews so that the tribute can be paid. Barabas protests 

against the injustice, but Ferneze and his knights declare him sinner, confiscate all 

his wealth and turn his house into a nunnery. 

 Abigail, Barabas’ daughter, enters to find her father in grief and tries to comfort 

him for the little loss. However, Barabas tells her that it was his provision for her and 

old age. He further informs her that he has hidden a treasure of ten thousand 

Portuguese, pearls, costly jewels and many precious stones in his house which is now 

turned into a nunnery. She involves in the plan of Barabas and decides to go to the 

nunnery in order to find a hidden treasure in a marked board which she will pass to 

her father early morning next day. In the third scene of the first act, Mathias ponders 

over the sudden transformation of a fourteen years old rich Jew Abigail into a nun. 

At this time, Lodowick suggests him to meet Abigail to find out the truth with the 

intention to see her there. It is clear that both love her, but her genuine feelings are 

for Mathias.  

 The first scene of the second act opens with Barabas carrying light in the 

darkness around house and lamenting over the situation that turned against him. He 

wishes his daughter to reach the treasure; meanwhile he perceives the image faintly 
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and considers it as a ghost, but soon realizes that it is his own daughter carrying the 

bags of gold and jewels. She throws the bags from window, which he collects 

happily thinking the scene to be very beautiful as he gains his daughter and wealth 

altogether. However, Abigail returns to the house as the nuns will wake up in the 

midnight. 

 The vice-admiral of Spain Martin del Bosco arrives with his ship called the 

Flying Dragon, which is full of Greek, Turkish, and Moorish slaves that he intends to 

sell in Malta. However, Ferneze expresses his inability to purchase the slaves as he 

must have to pay tribute to the Turkish emperor. Martin del Bosco advises Ferneze to 

discontinue with the confederation between Malta and Turk and also assures that the 

Spanish King will help Malta to get rid off of the Turks. According to him, if he 

breaks the league, he will get all tributary he is going to pay, which seems to be a 

better deal. Ferneze now decides to buy the slaves and fight with Turks which will be 

an act of pride for all. 

 Barabas has recovered much of his wealth from the nunnery and purchased a 

new house in Malta. He also vows to take revenge of Ferneze and his son Lodowick; 

and for it, he determines to use deceptive ways of being innocent and gentle. 

Lodowick enters and requests Barabas to permit him to meet Abigail, which Barabas 

ultimately gives; and in the aside reveals his intention that he will kill Lodowick and 

set fire to his house converted in nunnery where friar and nuns are engaged in 

immoral sexual activities. In the company of Lodowick, he scrutinizes two slaves 

and finally purchases Ithamore, who is much cheaper than the other. Meanwhile 

Mathias enters with his mother Katherine in the market, where he secretly talks with 

Barabas who in turn invites him to meet Abigail. Barabas asks Ithamore to become 

very cruel, cunning and cold towards Christians to which he reveals his crimes 

proving himself anti-Christian. Barabas assures him handsome amount in exchange 

of his loyalty. After reaching home with the slave, Barabas instructs Abigail to 

behave with Lodowick as if she really loves him and when the couple enters in the 

house, he remains outside so that he can assure Mathias that Lodowick is forcing his 

daughter while he prefers Mathias as her lover. The enraged Mathias becomes ready 

to blow Lodowick, but Barabas manages the situation promising that he will reject 

Lodowick. As Mathias exits, Lodowick finds him there and is informed by Barabas 

that Mathias also loves Abigall and intends to kill him so that he can win her. Thus, 

in the end of act second, Barabas plans a combat between Mathias and Lodowick.  
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 The third act opens with Bellamira, a courtesan, who complains of having no 

customers since Malta is planning for the Turkish forces. Meanwhile her only 

customer Pilia-Borza enters with a bag of silver, which he steals from Baraba’s 

house. At this time, Ithamore enters and tells that their plan of rivalry between 

Lodowick and Matthias is successful. In the next scene, Mathias and Lodowick enter 

and fight, while Barabas provoke them to kill one another. Ferneze and Katherine 

find the dead bodies of their sons and initially intend to commit suicide but then 

resolve to find and take revenge over the responsible person. Ithamore tells Abigail 

how Barabas plotted the two men’s death that leads her now to really convert into a 

nun as she perceives no love in  the earth after the death of Mathias. Friar Jacomo 

converts her and the two then sets for the nunnery. While going, she leaves a letter to 

her father urging to repent on his sins. Barabas is annoyed by this betrayal of his 

daughter, declares Ithamore as his heir and plans to kill all nuns along with his 

daughter. Ithamore mixes a poisonous powder in a pot of rice causing the death of all 

sisters in nunnery. 

 The messenger of Calymath called Callapine arrives in Malta in order to collect 

tribute, but Ferneze refuses to pay. Callapine leaves with the warning that Calymath 

will destroy Malta for breaking the league; after which Ferneze motivates his soldiers 

to get ready for the war. Friars Jacomo and Bernardine find that all nuns are dying. 

Meanwhile Abigail enters and confesses to Friar Bernardine that her father planned 

the combat between Mathias and Lodowick. Friar Jacomo declares the death of all 

nuns and the two go to bury them. Though Friar Bernardine promised Abigail that he 

will never reveal her confession, now he decides to confront Barabas. 

 The fourth act opens with Barabas and Ithamore who are happy for succeeding 

in killing all the nuns and especially Abigail. At this juncture, Friars Jacomo and 

Bernardine arrive and after some casual exchange reveals that Abigail has confessed 

the hand of her father in the death of Lodowick and Mathias. Barabas immediately 

sets a plan expressing his intentions to convert in Christianity and offers his wealth to 

the monastery whichever he joins. The two friars begin to fight as each expects 

Barabas to join his monastery. Barabas asks Friar Jacomo to meet him at one o’clock 

at night which causes them to involve in fight. Barabas at this point intervenes and 

asks Friar Bernardine to go home with Ithamore. Then Barabas plans murder of 

Bernardine and goes to his house along with Ithamore, where he strangles Bernardine 

to death. He sets another plan of accusing Friar Jacomo for the murder; hence, he 
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supports the body of Bernardine to stand on the way which Friar Jacomo finds on his 

way and knocks down. Barabas takes this opportunity and accuses Friar Jacomo of 

murder leading him to be scaffold as per the law nature. 

 Pilia-Borza tells Bellamira that he handed over a letter to Ithamore, who delivers 

a monolog describing Jacomo’s quiet conduct over his sentence of death. He then 

goes to the house of Bellamira, who extends her warm welcome that leads him to 

decide stealing of some money from Barabas so that he can present himself. He sees 

the opportunity to move with Bellamira and Pilia-Borza and involves in the plan of 

writing a letter to Barabas demanding three hundred crowns to keep the secret of all 

his sins. Barabas immediately gives them money which motivates them further 

another letter asking for five hundred crown to which Pilia-Borza adds hundred more 

crowns for himself. 

 Barabas is annoyed with the first letter of Ithamore which is coupled with the 

feelings of revenge when Pilia-Borza carries another letter expecting five hundred 

crowns. He invites Pilia-Borza with the intention of giving him poison at the time of 

dinner, but he refuses until the money is given to him. Therefore, Barabas decides to 

visit Ithamore under disguise so that he can give punishment for his betrayal. In the 

house of Bellamira, the drunken Ithamore discloses all the crimes he and Barabas 

committed, which Bellamira and Pilia-Borza feel an opportunity to blackmail 

Ithamore. Barabas appears in disguise of French musician with a poisonous flower 

which he offers the three of them and plays the lute for two crowns which Pilia-

Borza gives him. Ithamore asks the musician whether he knows Barabas and tells 

number of false things about him. When the musician exits, the three blackmailers 

decide to send third letter to Barabas demanding this time thousand crowns. 

 The act fifth opens with Ferneze who worries of upcoming Turkish attack as the 

Spanish support is yet to arrive. In the same time, Bellamira tells him about the plots 

of Barabas leading to the death of his son as well as subsequent deaths in the 

nunnery. She presents Ithamore as an evidence of the crime who confesses the sins of 

both. Barabas is arrested immediately who tries to manipulate the situation by 

pointing the fact that Bellamira is a courtesan and her companion Pilia-Borza is a 

thief, but his attempts become in vain. Lady Katharine is informed of the news that 

the person responsible for the death of her son is arrested, who then enters to discuss 

with Ferneze, meantime the officers return with the news that all four – Barabas, 

Ithamore, Bellamira and Pilia-Borza – are died. Martin del Bosco mpoints out it as 
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an unsusal but Ferneze dismisses the case thinking it as a justice of heaven and 

instructs his officers to throw the body of Barabas over the city walls. Ithamore, 

Bellamira and Pilia-Borza are died because of the poisonous flower offered by 

Barabas in disguise of French musician which the smell afterwards, but Barabas has 

taken a sleepy drink and deceives Ferneze to be dead. When Calymath arrives to the 

Malta, Barabas voluntarily helps to him take the control of Malta; therefore 

Calymath declares Barabas as the new governor of Malta. After Calymath exits, 

Barabas delivers a monologue revealing a danger to his life being a Jew. Hence, he 

decides to free Ferneze and tells him the plan that he will help Ferneze to regain 

Malta from Turks in exchange of huge wealth. 

 Barabas invites Calymath for a feast which he has arranged for the Turks before 

they leave. Calymath initially refuses but then accepts the invitation when he hears 

that the banquet has been organized in a monastery outside Malta. Ferneze instructs 

his knights to do not come forward until he hears a musket discharged. He then visits 

Barabas with the huge wealth he has promised but Barabas refuses to collect it at 

monastery. He also tells Ferneze the plan to kill Calymath, while the Turks arrive 

and Ferneze hides himself. Barabas invites Calymath inside where while ascending 

the steps Ferneze cuts the rope of cauldron in which Barabas is accidently trapped. 

He cries for help, finally confesses all his crimes and dies, while Ferneze arrests 

Calymath. 

d)  Plot Analysis: 

 In the prologue to the play, Marlowe presents the character of Machevil, who is 

dead but his soul remains immortal in the form of the political schemes which are 

mastered by the Jew merchant called Barabas. Machevil is the mouthpiece of 

Machiavelli, the Italian Renaissance scholar, who has written the political treatise 

entitled The Prince. He tells that after the death, he inhabits the body of Duke of 

Guise in France and then with the death of Duke, his soul travels to this land of 

Malta which suggests that the soul is now going to inhabit the body of Barabas 

leading him to employ all the political strategies to grab the power. He sets 

background to the play unfolding the cravings of Barabas for the bags full with 

riches of the world. 

 Though Barabas’ lust for money and subsequently for the power is revealed in 

the play, he is not Machiavellian in the real sense as Marlowe characterizes Jew with 
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certain traits of cunningness, duplicitous nature, and unscrupulousness which allow 

Barabas to act with selfishness and vengeance. On the other hand governor Ferneze 

is in real sense a Machiavellian political schemer whose deceitful ways of seeking a 

help of Jew merchants in the difficult situations of Malta are revealed when his 

officers confiscate the property of Barabas. He logically connects the religious 

beliefs of sin with the sufferings of Jew seems very hypocritical in the play. Even the 

friars and other Christians interpret religious verse in their own way so that they can 

take advantage of Barabas’ property. 

 Thus, the first act succeeds in presenting the real motive of all characters in the 

play which is accumulating the wealth. In the beginning, Barabas is shown in the 

midst of his wealth counting gold coins, then Ferneze’s treachery is revealed who did 

not pay tribute to Ottoman Empire for the last ten years and who decided to take 

contribution from the Jews of Malta, and finally Barabas’ plan to regain wealth from 

his house which is turned into a nunnery. 

 The second act continues to expose the greed of Ferneze for money who is ready 

to fight with Turks with the help of Spanish King which is more beneficial as he is 

going to keep the tribute collected from the Jews of Malta and which can be a fair 

way since it is an act of saving Malta from the invasion of Ottoman Empire. He 

accepts the offer of Martin del Bosco which reveals the hypocrisy in his nature as he 

views honour rooted in fighting with Turks, but he is not ready to fight on his own; 

instead he expects the support of Spain, and indirectly of Christians.  

 Ferneze’s son Lodowick is very much similar to his father, who appreciates the 

beauty of Abigail but is more interested in her fortune which he may receive after 

marrying her. He refers her as diamond revealing his preoccupation with the wealth 

of Barabas. The power of love and wealth seems to work more in case of Lodowick 

than the religion; on the other hand, Mathias places love above religion or wealth 

despite his mother’s anti-Judaic feelings. Barabas manipulates the two young men 

and sets them against one another, which is his act of seeking revenge for the 

injustice done by Christian rulers in Malta. It is clear that, though everything is 

seized including his house, he has enough wealth to live a comfortable life, which is 

proved when he purchases new mansion, his vows of revenge and further acts in this 

direction are the clues of his malicious nature. The same taste for evil deeds is 

expressed by his slave Ithamore who unfolds his crimes against Christians. In the end 

of second act, a development in the character of Abigail is seen who is trapped in the 
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conflict as she finds her father is leading her lover in unnecessary struggle only to 

satisfy his desires. She finds it difficult to express her love for Lodowick and breaks 

into tears which again Barabas turns to his advantage declaring that it is love of 

maiden to her father before her marriage. 

 The third act depicts alterations in the plot where Bellamira once again highlight 

the power of money as she prepares to rob money if she fails to receive sufficient 

persons in Malta. In the subsequent scene, the tension of rivalry between Mathias and 

Lodowick raised earlier is resolved with their death. Marlowe ironically throws light 

on the religion here when Friar Jacomo rushes to Friar Maria when all nuns are dying 

revealing the lascivious relationship between two; and when Friar Bernardine feels 

sorrow for the dying virgin Abigail. Even Abigail’s conversion for the second time 

was not motivated by her religious feelings but she is converted only because of her 

grief over the death of her lover after which she seems to find no opportunities of 

love on the earth. During these all events, Barabas remain unsympathetic and cruel 

who even poisons his own daughter, whom he loves more, only for the sake of his 

revenge. In fact, his act of poisoning Abigail is motivated by his fear that his name in 

the plot of killing the two young men will be disclosed. 

 The fourth act highlights the consequences of Abigail’s decision of converting 

herself to a nun. After her confession, Friars Jacomo and Bernardine meet Barabas in 

order to preach him and ask to repent for his crimes. Barabas thinks that the friars 

will expose him and therefore he plans the murder of them. It is at this stage, the fear 

of Barabas is revealed who intends to hide all his sins; but he would have known that 

there is no point in killing the friars as they, according to the religious values, will 

not expose one’s confession in public. Probably Barabas has thought that the friars 

are religiously corrupt as they revealed the confession of Abigail – which they should 

not disclose anyone – to him. Barabas plots to set the friars against one another and 

therefore he pretends to convert himself and offers his wealth to the monastery to 

which he enters. The huge amount he is going to donate spoils the spiritual values of 

the friars who stand against each other. 

 Ithamore plays crucial role in the plots of Barabas and works to the final desired 

outcomes. He is wicked character in the play as even before Bellamira convinces him 

to blackmail his master; he has resolved to steal the gold so that he can use it for his 

advances. He is easily tricked by Ballamira and Pilia-Borza because of his lust for 

sex rather than love for Bellamira, when he finds an opportunity to enjoy both the 
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wealth of his master as well as the love of courtesan, he decides to betray his master 

and involves in the conspiracy leading to extract money from Barabas. Bellamira and 

Pilia-Borza are also cunning personalities who resolve to betray Ithamore after 

making enough fortune through blackmailing as they are going to bring forth the 

crimes of Ithamore and Barabas to Ferneze. 

 Surely Barabas is going to take revenge of the betrayal of his slave as he has not 

excused his own daughter, whom he loves very much. He gives the amount to the 

blackmailers twice only because their demands do not many much difference to 

Barabas and giving money time to time to them provides him time to set the plan to 

take revenge. He decides to meet Ithamore in disguise of French musician and gives 

the three conspirators a poisonous flower with the intention to kill them. 

 The fifth act brings forth the consequences of blackmailing and betrayal. 

Bellamira and Pilia-Borza betray Ithamore by revealing the plots of Barabas to 

Ferneze and further presenting Ithamore as a witness to all the crimes. However, 

when Barabas calls for law to justify his crimes, it seems that he is seeking again 

time so that he can get himself out of the situation. Though Ferneze dismisses his 

case, he succeeds in his plan of killing the three conspirators and escaping himself 

from the death sentence. He voluntarily helps Calymath to conquer Malta who makes 

him the governor of Malta, but the power to rule comes with the threat to the 

existence as he feels that he will be hated. Hence, he plans to make best out of the 

situation and offers Malta once again to Ferneze in exchange of huge wealth. 

However the poetic justice is seen in the end of the play where Barabas himself is 

killed finally confessing all his crimes. 

e)  Check Your Progress: 

1.  ................ speaks prologue in the play. 

 a) Machevill  b) Machiavelli c) Ferneze d) Barabas 

2.  Barabas wishes his house to be filled with infinite riches like a wealthy 

.......... 

 a) Governor b) Moor c) Turks d) Friar 

3.  Ferneze orders that all Jews in Malta must give ............... of their estate in 

order to pay the tribute. 

 a) one third b) whole c) half d) one fourth 
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4.  ................. throws the bags of gold and jewels from the house turned in 

nunnery. 

 a) Lodowick b) Mithias c) Ithamore d) Abigail 

5.  Martin del Bosco arrives with his ship called the .................... 

 a) Flying Dragon b) Flying Eagle  

 c) Zeus  d) Dragon 

6)  Abigall loves .................. 

 a) Mathias b) Lodowick c) Ithamore d) del Bosco 

7)  The name of Calymath’s messenger is ....................... 

 a) del Bosco b) Callapine c) Jacomo d) Bernardine 

8)  Abigail confesses Barabas’ plot of killing Mathias and Lodowick to 

.................  

 a) Friar Jacomo b) Ferneze    c) Friar Bernardine     d) nun 

9)  The conspirators send third letted to Barabas demanding ............. crowns. 

 a) one thousand b) three hundred c) one hundred d) five hundred 

10)  .................. declares Barabas as the new governor of Malta. 

 a) Ferneze d) del Basco c) Callapine d) Calymath 

3.4  Section III: Themes and Characters’ Analysis 

a)  Themes in the Play: 

i)  Religious Hypocrisy: 

 The play foregrounds religious hypocrisy where the characters in the play use 

religious ideologies for their own benefits and try to justify their sometimes inhuman 

activities in terms of religious justice. Governor Ferneze and Friars Jacomo and 

Bernardine, who are the agents of religious practices – as one looks after the well 

being of the society and other two are inclined to the practices of salvation – are 

frauds and hypocrites and only aim at finding a best place for them. Governor 

Ferneze unjustly tries to rob the Jews in the name of tribute to save Malta from the 

invasion of Turks and then justifies his act under the pleasant guise of religion. Friar 
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Jacomo and Friar Bernardine are also morally corrupt who forgets religious values 

and act in their own way. Being friars, they should not disclose the confessions of 

others but they revealed the confession of Abigall to Barabas which is unfair. 

Furthermore when they see an opportunity to earn huge wealth of Barabas after his 

declaration of conversion in order to repent his sins, each of them tries to grab it for 

their own sake finally leading themselves to be the victims of Barabas’ plot. As 

friars, they should not be attracted towards the wealth; but their immorality is 

expressed when they stand against each other. 

 The decline of these religious values puts Barabas under the circumstances 

where it is very much difficult to understand his motives. Only his acts of killing the 

persons in order to take revenge make him villain, otherwise his stance to hide his 

wealth from the morally corrupt people can be seen as a human tendency to protect 

himself which he himself reveals in the begging when he says that he has made his 

fortune to protect his daughter and old age. He does not put himself in the moral 

bindings of the religious values, but exploits the freedom of being a Jew or non-

Christian in a Christian community. 

ii)  Machiavellian Strategy: 

 Machiavellian political strategy is a recurring theme in the play which highlights 

the political ways of making the best from the available circumstances. The prologue 

itself marks the strategies employed where even the religious values and ideologies 

are also exploited by the individuals. Barabas plans to save his wealth from the 

governor which highlights that the ruler as well as citizens cunningly tries to secure 

it. It is also noticed when the Turkish fleet threatens of attack, if the Ferneze does not 

give the tribute of the last ten years. In order to pay the dues, Ferneze takes the time 

of a month so that he can raise the money and then makes the strategy targeting Jews 

of the Malta. Barabas tries to seek excuse by bringing forth the fact that most of the 

Jews in Malta are very poor which is again countered by Ferneze, who instructs the 

Jew merchants to increase the portion of share. When Barabas opposes Ferneze, he 

orders his officers to seize the property of Barabas including his house so that other 

Jews would not dare to go against his rule. Even later, when del Basco advises him to 

take the help of Spanish King in protecting Malta from Turkish invasion, he is 

interested more in the amount collected by the Jews than protection of Malta. 
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 Barabas politically moves in order to take revenge of unjust treatment given to 

him, every time succeeding in the plots and looking for his safety. He manipulates 

Lodowick, Mathias, Abigail and even Ferneze in the later stage to keep him safe and 

hide his crimes. He waits for the correct moments and when finds the situations 

favourable to him traps the victim. Only Abigail has realized that she is victim of one 

of the moves of her father who serves as a link for further murders and deceptions.  

Vengeance: 

 Vengeance is another dominating theme in the play and every move of the 

protagonist of the play seems to revolve around it. Barabas is possessed to take 

revenge over the persons so did a personal harm to him by snatching the most 

valuable thing from him that is his wealth. He plans to kill Lodowick only because 

Lodowick’s father governor Ferneze seized his wealth, but the murder of Mathias 

seems to be directed by his hatredness towards the Christians in Malta. When he 

finds that his own daughter has betrayed him by converting herself to the Christian 

after knowing her father’s plot, he again felt the betrayal by his dearest one and 

decides to kill her along with all nuns, who lodged in his house. His vengeance 

against the persons loyal to him makes him treacherous pointing his trait of inclined 

towards the evil deeds. He thinks of vengeance when Ithamore was most loyal to him 

and even he decides to betray Calymath who has been loyal to him and kept his 

promises.  

b)  Characters’ Analysis: 

Barabas: 

 Barabas is the protagonist of the play and a Jew merchant in a Christian society 

of Malta, where he never feels at a home and is alienated. The initial introduction to 

him in Act I gives the impression that he gives prime importance only to the wealth, 

but the developments in his character at the later stage indicate that he is inclined to 

the evil deeds only because of vengeance. Though Barabas’ lust for money and 

subsequently for the power is revealed in the play, he is not Machiavellian in the real 

sense as Marlowe characterizes Jew with certain traits of cunningness, duplicitous 

nature, and unscrupulousness which allow Barabas to act with selfishness and 

vengeance. He tries in vain to protect his wealth by pointing the fact that the most 

Jews in Malta are poor and then opposing unjust acts of the governor Ferneze only to 

find that his all wealth including house has been seized by the officers. Therefore he 
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vows to take the revenge and plans the murder of governor’s son Lodowick and his 

friend Mathias, who is in love with his daughter Abigail. He promises to marry his 

daughter to both and succeeds in setting the two young men against each other 

finally leading them to death. When he finds his daughter has converted to the 

Christianity, he takes it as his betrayal and poisons her along with the whole nunnery. 

His plots of murder of friars are his in fact moves to save himself as he fears that the 

friars will reveal his plan to the governor. He then kills his slave Ithamore who has 

betrayed him, and the courtesan and a pimp who blackmail him by giving a 

poisonous flower.  

Abigail: 

 Abigail is the daughter of Barabas and only character in the play who exhibits 

genuine love, loyalty, and selflessness. In addition to it, she is not influenced by 

money or power of her father and follows some moral codes which make her dutiful 

daughter who cares for her father. Her dedication to Barabas is proved when she 

vows to remain loyal and converts to Christianity in order to retrieve the wealth of 

her father from the house turned into a nunnery. However, when she finds that her 

lover Mathias has become victim of her father’s plot, she decides to really convert 

herself to the Christianity. Her religious beliefs are somewhat doubtful her because 

she has converted only because there is no hope of true love for her in the world after 

the death of Mathias. It is here, she goes against the wishes of her father which 

annoyed him. She then becomes a victim of Barabas’ plot who poisons her along 

with all nuns. However, before death she confesses the crimes of her father. 

Ferneze: 

 Ferneze is the governor of Malta and Barabas’ great enemy. He is Christian and 

law-abiding person, who strategically thinks of Christians in Malta and orders the 

Jews to pay the tribute. He is morally bankrupt who has not paid the tribute to the 

Ottoman Empire; and when he finds that he can take the help of Spanish King to 

protect himself and can keep the huge portion of tribute for himself, he decides to 

break the league. He time to time refers to the ideology in Christianity to justify his 

crimes which show his religious corruption. 

3.5  Answers to Check Your Progress: 

1.  a) Machevill  
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2.  b) Moor 

3.  c)Half 

4.  d) Abigail 

5.  a) Flying Dragon 

6.  a) Mathias 

7.  b) Callapine 

8.  c) Friar Bernardine 

9.  a) One thousand 

10.  d) Calymath 

3.6 Exercise: 

a)  Answer the following questions in about 350 to 400 words 

1.  Discuss the major themes in the play 

2.  Gold emerges as a symbol of power and success. Elucidate. 

3.  Comment on the theme of deception and vengeance.  

4.  Write a note on the religious hypocrisy reflected in the play. 

b)  Write short notes in about 100 to 150 words. 

1)  Sketch the character of Ithamore 

2)  Discuss in brief the lust for power and money 

3)  Comment on Barabas’ Machiavellian strategies 
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4.0 Objectives: 

 After completing the study of this unit, you will  

• know about realism in drama 

• know about the life and works of Henrik Ibsen 

• know about the plot summary of the  Hedda Gabler  

• learn the major and minor characters in Hedda Gabler 

• learn the themes and other aspects in Hedda Gabler 

• be able to answer the questions on General Topic and the play Hedda Gabler 
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4.1 Introduction: 

 This unit discusses the general topic ‘Realism in Drama’ as well as Henrik 

Ibsen’ play Hedda Gabler.  It also presents the detailed summary of his famous play 

Hedda Gabler, the analysis of the Major and Minor characters in the play and the 

critical commentary on the issues handled in the play. 

4.2 Realism in Drama   

 The mainstream European theatre from 1859 to 1900 was full of melodramas, 

spectacle plays (disasters, etc.), comic operas, and vaudevilles. Realistic drama 

emerged during the second half of the nineteenth century as a revolt against the over-

the-top melodramas full of spectacle popular in the early to mid-19th century. Drama 

was to involve the direct observation of human behavior. The movement was 

towards using contemporary settings and time periods. Drama began to deal with 

everyday life and problems as subjects. It began to speak about real people in 

everyday situations, dealing with common problems. It started taking an unflinching 

look at the way things really were in the world. Realist playwrights tried to 

illuminate humankind’s struggles and concerns in a straightforward way. 

 Realistic drama focused on human behavior – what people do and why in the 

context of their particular situations. It provided a kind of representation of what the 

audience experienced in their respective lives. 

 Henrik Ibsen (1828-1906) is considered to be the father of modern realistic 

drama. His plays attacked society’s values and dealt with unconventional subjects 

within the form of the well-made play. 

 Ibsen perfected the well-made play formula; and by using a familiar formula 

made his plays, with a very shocking subject matter, acceptable. He discarded 

soliloquies, asides, etc. Exposition in the plays was motivated, there were causally 

related scenes, inner psychological motivation was emphasized, the environment had 

an influence on characters’ personalities, and all the things characters did and all of 

things the characters used revealed their socio-economic milieu. He became a model 

for later realistic writers.  

 Among the subjects addressed by Ibsen in his plays are: euthanasia, the role of 

women, war and business, and syphilis. 
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Some of Ibsen’s realistic plays are as follows: 

1. Ghosts (1881) deals with the concept of the sins of the father transferring to the 

son, resulting in syphilis. 

2. Pillars of Society (1877) deals with war and business. 

3. Hedda Gabbler (1890) portrays a powerful woman who takes her life at the end 

of the play to get away from her boredom with society.  

4. In A Doll’s House (1879), Nora leaves her husband Torvald and her children at 

the end of the play; often considered "the slam heard around the world," Nora’s 

action must have been very shocking to the Victorian audience. 

 This type of theatre – grounded in the stark reality of everyday-ness – showed 

the true constitution of individuals when confronted with challenges and difficulties 

in life.  

 Realistic drama presented everyday conversation in a succinct, direct way. It 

featured plainness of speech, which seemed mundane at times, but was actually very 

revealing of character, especially when coupled with action (and the dramatic subtext 

of the play). An example of this in the play A Doll's House occurs when Nora says 

matter-of-factly to her husband as she prepares to leave her family: 

 You have never loved me. You have only thought it pleasant to be in love with 

me. 

 This is unassuming, direct, believable dialogue that hits with full force within 

the context of this play and the drama playing out between a husband and wife in the 

simple setting of their home. 

 The sets of realist plays evoked the typical workplaces, towns, and homes of 

people. These plays were a reflection of the society and culture in which people 

lived. The everyday settings contributed to the power of the plays.  

Besides Ibsen, other writers of realist drama are: 

1. George Bernard Shaw (1856-1950): 

• Arms and the Man (1894) – about love and war and honour 

• Mrs. Warren’s Profession – prostitution 
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• Major Barbara (1905) – a munitions manufacturer gives more to the world 

(jobs, etc.) while the Salvation Army only prolongs of the status quo. 

• Pygmalion (1913) – shows how transforming of a flower girl into a society 

woman, and exposes the phoniness of society. 

2. Anton Chekhov (1860-1904) 

• The Seagull (1898) 

• Three Sisters (1900) – Three sisters who want to move to Moscow but 

never do. 

• The Cherry Orchard (1902) 

Some of the characteristic features of Realist drama are as follows: 

• Characters are believable, everyday types. 

• Costumes are authentic. 

• Stages setting and props are often indoors and believable. 

• The ‘box set’ is normally used for realistic drama on state, consisting of 

three walls and an invisible ‘fourth wall’ facing the audience. 

• Setting are often ordinary, dialogue is not heightened for effect, but that of 

everyday speech. 

• Realist drama is typically psychologically driven, where the plot is 

secondary and primary focus is placed on the interior lives of characters, 

their motives, the reactions of others, etc. 

• Realistic plays often see the protagonist rise up against the odds to assert 

him/herself against an injustice of some kind (for example, Nora in Ibsen’s 

A Doll’s House) 

4.3 Henrik Ibsen: Life and Works: 

 Henrik Johan Ibsen (1828-1906) was the leading Norwegian dramatist during 

the nineteenth century. His father was a merchant. When his father’s business failed, 

the family suffered financial setbacks. Ibsen had to start working as an apprentice to 

an apothecary at the age of fifteen. As he was very uncommunicative, he spent his 

time reading contemporary poetry and theology. Very early in his life, he began to 
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write poetry. In 1850, he started learning Latin and studied Cicero. Under this 

influence, he wrote a historical drama in verse titled Catiline. He also wrote The 

Warrior’s Barrow and the Burial Mound.  

 Ibsen was appointed theatre poet and stage manager of the Bergen Theatre. With 

this began his dramatic career. Soon he married Susannah Thoresen. His new play, 

The Vikings at Helgeland, was performed at the Christiania Theatre. In his play, The 

Pretenders, Ibsen glorified the Norse heroes of the past. The Government awarded 

him a scholarship to travel abroad in order to bring him in contact with the cultural 

trends in the rest of Europe. 

 He travelled to Italy along with his wife and only child, Sigurd. Free from the 

stultifying atmosphere of Norway, he wrote with an inspired pen. His Brand, one of 

the greatest plays in Norway’s literary history, won nationwide fame for its author. 

His Peer Gynt is full of symbolic allusions and rich lyrical poetry.  

 He lived most of the rest of his life in Italy and in Germany. Starting in 1869, he 

began to write prose plays, giving up the verse form. In The Pillars of Society (1877), 

A Doll's House (1879), Ghosts (1881), An Enemy of the People (1882) and The Wild 

Duck (1884), he examined the moral faults of modern society. In many ways, Hedda 

Gabler, a later play completed in 1890, belongs to this group. It presents a detailed 

picture of society, sketching class differences between the aristocratic and bourgeois 

worlds. 

 Like all of Ibsen's plays, Hedda Gabler was originally written in Norwegian and 

is full of untranslatable wordplay.  

4.4 Plot Summary of the Play Hedda Gabler: 

 The setting of the entire play is Tesman's living room and a smaller room to its 

side. Jürgen Tesman and Hedda Tesman (Hedda Gabler), the couple, are the central 

characters. At the beginning of the play, we come to know that both have just 

returned from their six-month honeymoon. It is very difficult to please the 

aristocratic Hedda. In the course of the action of the play, it has been hinted that 

Hedda is pregnant.  

 At the beginning of Act I, Tesman finds that Julle, his Aunt, has arrived for a 

visit. Tesman owes a lot to Aunt Julle as she has raised him and still continues to 

provide him the financial support. Hedda, however, treats Aunt Julle in a very rude 
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manner. Tesman expects her to be kinder to his Aunt, but she clearly has real interest 

neither in Aunt Julle nor in him. Soon, Mrs. Elvsted announces that Ejlert Lövborg, 

Tesman's old academic rival, is back in town. Lövborg had been an alcoholic and a 

failure, but now he has reformed. Hedda persuades Tesman to go away, and she 

succeeds in convincing Mrs. Elvsted to reveal the reality. She learns that Mrs. 

Elvsted is worried about Ejlert who, she thinks, will start drinking again and also that 

she has come to monitor him without her husband's permission. As soon as Mrs. 

Elvsted leaves, Judge Brack arrives. Judge Brack has brought gossip from town. He 

declares that Ejlert is a successful scholar and is likely to take the position at the 

university. Tesman is eager to acquire the same position. He exits, and Tesman tells 

Hedda that there is a need to minimize their expenses. 

 In Act II, Brack comes back later that day. He finds Hedda playing with her 

pistols, out of boredom. There is a very private conversation between them for some 

time. Both agree to form a close, personal bond between them. Hedda reveals to 

Brack that she had not enjoyed her honeymoon and that she has no special interest in 

the house Tesman intends to buy for her. Soon, Tesman arrives and learns about the 

stag party that Brack is throwing later that night. Ejlert Lövborg arrives and talks in 

earnest with Hedda. Tesman and Brack drink in the other room. Then, Mrs. Elvsted 

arrives. Hedda plays Ejlert and Mrs. Elvsted against each other. She makes Ejlert 

think the other was worried he would begin drinking again. At this hint, he begins to 

drink and decides to join Tesman and Brack as they leave for the party. Mrs. Elvsted 

is very upset, but Ejlert promises to return after some time to take her home. 

 At the beginning of Act III, we find that Mrs. Elvsted is sitting up before dawn, 

still waiting for Ejlert to return. Hedda is asleep on the couch. Soon, she awakes and 

sends Mrs. Elvsted in to sleep on her bed. Tesman arrives and tells his wife that he 

has got the possession of Ejlert's fabulous manuscript. Ejlert has dropped it while 

walking home drunk. Tesman plans to return it to him but he cannot go immediately 

as he comes to know that his Aunt Rina is dying. Brack arrives and tells Hedda that 

Tesman left before Ejlert got into real trouble, that indeed he has been arrested. 

Brack leaves, and Ejlert arrives. He tells a shocked Mrs. Elvsted that he has 

destroyed his manuscript. She is crushed and leaves immediately. Then, Ejlert 

confesses to Hedda that he has, in fact, lost the manuscript and that he wants to kill 

himself. Hedda does not tell him that she has the manuscript. She simply gives him 
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one of her pistols and tells him to have a beautiful death. He leaves, and she burns 

the manuscript, referring to it as the child of Ejlert and Mrs. Elvsted. 

 Act IV begins with the living room in darkness. Aunt Julle arrives. Everyone is 

wearing black as a sign of mourning. We soon learn that it is Aunt Rina whose death 

they mourn. Aunt Julle announces that she must find another invalid to take care of 

now. She leaves. Mrs. Elvsted arrives, reporting to have heard that Ejlert is in the 

hospital. Brack arrives and confirms this but reports to the company that Ejlert is, in 

fact, already dead, having wounded himself in the chest. Tesman and Mrs. Elvsted 

immediately sit down to try to reconstruct his manuscript in honor of his death, based 

on notes Mrs. Elvsted has kept. In private, Brack tells Hedda that it was actually an 

ugly death, that the pistol went off accidentally, and that scandal might ensue for 

Hedda. Hedda leaves the room and, after playing the piano for some moments, 

shoots herself. 

4.5 Major and Minor Characters: 

Hedda Gabler  -  

 Hedda is the daughter of the famous General Gabler. She is aristocratic and hard 

to please. As a child she was used to luxury and high-class living. At the beginning 

of the play, we come to know that she has just returned from her six-month 

honeymoon with Jürgen Tesman. Her husband is a scholar with good prospects but 

not as much money as Hedda is accustomed to. Her name after marriage is Hedda 

Tesman. Hedda is an intelligent, unpredictable, and somewhat dishonest young 

woman. She is not afraid to manipulate her husband and friends. 

 Hedda and Tesman lack a perfect relationship. Hedda looks down upon her 

husband Tesman. Even before she enters, we see that Berte, the servant, is afraid that 

it is very difficult to please. And indeed, as soon as Hedda enters, she complains that 

Berte has opened the window. Hedda belongs to the upper class and is impossible to 

please. The incident involving Aunt Julle's hat provides another example of Hedda's 

obstinate implacable personality. Aunt Julle had decided to wear the hat especially 

for Hedda, but Hedda does not like it at all. 

 Hedda is arrogant and treats Berte, Julle and her husband badly. Hedda's 

disregard for Tesman's feelings is seen when she refuses to look at his beloved 

slippers. There is no explicit reference to Hedda’s pregnancy, but Tesman's reference 
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to the fact that Hedda has been gaining weight indicates that she is now pregnant. 

Hedda's refusal to admit that she has been gaining weight hints at her problematic 

relationship with being pregnant and also with Tesman, the assumed father of the 

child. Tesman remains unaware of the pregnancy. Their relationship suffers from a 

lack of openness and communication.  

 Hedda does not tell Ejlert that she has his manuscript. She simply gives him one 

of her pistols and tells him to have a beautiful death. She further burns the 

manuscript, referring to it as the child of Ejlert and Mrs. Elvsted. She shoots herself 

towards the end of the play. 

Jürgen Tesman  -  

 Jürgen Tesman is an amiable and intelligent young scholar. At the beginning of 

the play, we come to know that he and his wife Hedda have just returned from their 

six-month honeymoon. He tries very hard to please his young wife, but fails to do so 

because she, being the daughter of the famous General Gabler, is used to luxury and 

high-class living. He has no as much money as Hedda is accustomed to. 

 Hedda ill-treats her husband. Hedda's disregard for Tesman's feelings is seen 

when she refuses to look at his beloved slippers. There is no explicit reference to 

Hedda’s pregnancy, but Tesman's reference to the fact that Hedda has been gaining 

weight indicates that she is pregnant. Hedda's refusal to admit that she has been 

gaining weight hints at her problematic relationship with being pregnant and also 

with Tesman, the assumed father of the child. Tesman remains unaware of the 

pregnancy. Their relationship suffers from a lack of openness and communication.   

 Tesman often does not realize that his wife is manipulating him. In fact, he often 

seems foolish for his age, and when he annoys Hedda, the audience has reason to 

sympathize with her. Tesman is hoping for a professorship in history, and at the 

beginning of the play it seems that his one great rival, Ejlert Lövborg, a notorious 

alcoholic, no longer stands in Tesman's way.  

 At the beginning of Act I, Tesman finds that Julle, his Aunt, has arrived for a 

visit. Tesman owes a lot to Aunt Julle as she has raised him and still continues to 

provide him the financial support. Hedda, however, treats Aunt Julle in a very rude 

manner. Tesman expects her to be kinder to his Aunt, but she clearly has real interest 

neither in Aunt Julle nor in him.  
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Juliane Tesman  -  

 Juliane Tesman, or Aunt Julle, is the aunt of Jürgen Tesman. After the death of 

Tesman's parents, Tesman owes a lot to Aunt Julle as she has raised him and still 

continues to provide him the financial support. Hedda, however, treats Aunt Julle in 

a very rude manner. Tesman expects her to be kinder to his Aunt, but she clearly has 

real interest neither in Aunt Julle nor in him. Aunt Julle is well-meaning, and she is 

constantly hinting that Tesman and Hedda should have a baby. Aunt Julle tries to get 

along with Hedda, but the difference in their class backgrounds is painfully apparent. 

Aunt Julle lives with the ailing Aunt Rina, another aunt of Tesman's. Act IV begins 

with the living room in darkness. Aunt Julle arrives. Everyone is wearing black as a 

sign of mourning. We soon learn that it is Aunt Rina whose death they mourn. Aunt 

Julle announces that she must find another invalid to take care of now. 

Judge Brack  -  

 Brack is a judge of relatively inferior rank. He is a friend of both Tesman and 

Hedda, and he visits their house regularly. Judge Brack brings gossip from town. He 

declares that Ejlert is a successful scholar and is likely to take the position at the 

university. Tesman is eager to acquire the same position. Brack has connections 

around the city, and he is the first to give Tesman information about problems in the 

possibility of his professorship. He seems to enjoy meddling in other people's affairs. 

He is a worldly and cynical man. 

Ejlert Lövborg –  

 A genius, Ejlert Lövborg is Tesman’s biggest rival in the academic world. After 

a series of scandals related to drinking, he was once a public outcast.  However, he 

now has reformed and has returned to the city. He has published a book to rave 

reviews. Hedda learns that Mrs. Elvsted is worried about Ejlert. Mrs. Elvsted wishes 

to prevent him from giving himself to drinking again, but she has come to look after 

him without her husband's permission. Judge Brack declares that Ejlert is a 

successful scholar and is likely to take the position at the university. Ejlert also has 

another manuscript that is even more promising. Mrs. Elvsted helped him with both 

manuscripts. He once shared a close relationship with Hedda. Hedda plays Ejlert and 

Mrs. Elvsted against each other. She makes Ejlert think the other was worried he 

would begin drinking again. At this hint, he begins to drink. Tesman gets the 

possession of Ejlert's fabulous manuscript. Ejlert has dropped it while walking home 
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drunk. Tesman plans to return it to him but he hands it over to Hedda. Ejlert tells a 

shocked Mrs. Elvsted that he has destroyed his manuscript. She is crushed to hear 

that. Then, Ejlert confesses to Hedda that he has, in fact, lost the manuscript and that 

he wants to kill himself. Hedda does not tell him that she has the manuscript. She 

simply gives him one of her pistols and tells him to have a beautiful death. She burns 

his manuscript, referring to it as the child of Ejlert and Mrs. Elvsted. 

Mrs. Elvsted –  

 Mrs. Elvsted is a meek woman, but she has passionate attachment for Ejlert 

Lövborg. She and her husband hired Ejlert as a tutor to their children. She acts as 

Ejlert’s personal secretary and aids him in his research and writing. Ejlert leaves her 

estate to return to the city.  Lövborg had been an alcoholic and a failure, but now he 

has reformed. Mrs. Elvsted follows him to the city without her husband’s permission. 

She goes to Tesman for help, fearing Ejlert will revert to his alcoholism. Mrs. 

Elvsted went to school with Hedda and remembers being tormented by her. Hedda 

once again torments her by burning Ejlert’s valuable manuscript, referring to it as the 

child of Ejlert and Mrs. Elvsted. 

4.6 Critical Analysis of Hedda Gabler: 

 Hedda Gabler is Henrik Ibsen’s well-structured play.  The play opens with the 

main problems that face the characters in the play.  We come to know that Tesman's 

rival, Ejlert Lövborg, is back in town and is once again a threat to Tesman's 

professorship in History. Tesman's marriage to Hedda was based on the assumption 

that he would quickly earn a post at the university, but Ejlert's reappearance and 

success may stand in Tesman's way. 

 Hedda and Tesman do not have a perfect relationship. Hedda is the daughter of 

the famous General Gabler. She is aristocratic and hard to please. As a child she was 

used to luxury and high-class living. Even before she enters, we see that Berte, the 

servant, is afraid Hedda cannot be pleased. And indeed, when Hedda enters, she 

immediately complains that Berte has opened the window. The incident involving 

Aunt Julle's hat provides another example of Hedda's obstinate implacable 

personality. Aunt Julle had decided to wear the hat especially for Hedda, but Hedda 

criticizes it. Tesman warns Hedda to be nicer to Aunt Julle, which shows that he 

recognizes Hedda's rudeness. 
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 Hedda is spoiled and treats her husband just as badly as she does Berte and 

Julle. Hedda's disregard for Tesman's feelings is proved by her refusal to look at his 

beloved slippers. Hedda has been gaining weight. It indicates that she is now 

pregnant. Hedda refuses to admit that she has begun to gain weight. This shows her 

problematic relationship with being pregnant and also with Tesman, the assumed 

father of the child. The relationship between Tesman and Hedda suffers from a lack 

of openness and awareness. Although they never come directly into conflict, the 

tension between them is the basis for much of the tragedy in Hedda Gabler. 

 Hedda is smarter than Mrs. Elvsted. She succeeds in manipulating her. She also 

succeeds in forcing her to reveal her secrets. Hedda suspects that there is an affair 

between Mrs. Elvsted and Lövborg. However, it is difficult to understand why Hedda 

is so interested in this affair. She may have romantic attachment to Lövborg. Mrs. 

Elvsted goes from one man to another according to her need. She becomes one man's 

governess, and later becomes his wife. Now she has become attached to the tutor 

whom her first husband hired. Ejlert has published a scholarly book. We wonder if 

Ejlert, much smarter than Mrs. Elvsted, has any sense of involvement for her. 

 When Tesman learns that he may not receive the position at the university, we 

come to know his personal weakness. At the very beginning of the play, Tesman 

comes off as a lovesick but otherwise dignified man. Now we begin to see him as a 

coward. Ibsen carefully reveals the flaws of all of his characters.  The play is not a 

tragedy of a protagonist as such, but it is a general tragedy. 

 The relationship between Hedda and Brack is not necessarily sexual, but it has 

the flavor of adultery. Hedda's high level of comfort with Brack shows her 

willingness to complain to him about her marriage. When she talks to Tesman or 

Mrs. Elvsted, she seems to be manipulating them or merely whining. But she reveals 

her grievances to Brack quite frankly. 

 Hedda’s feelings toward Tesman are very cold. Tesman has to spend a lot to 

please Hedda, but the house basically means nothing to Hedda. Tesman and his aunt 

seem unable to comprehend her dissatisfaction. 

 Hedda is sure that she is not pregnant, and she has no taste for things that "make 

a claim on her freedom." This shows the tragic nature of her quest for freedom from 

the burdens of being a wife and a mother. In many ways, Brack is one of her best 
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friends, but, at the same time, she seems to resent the extent to which he tries to 

control her.  

 We learn that the woman who Mrs. Elvsted was worried about, the woman from 

Ejlert's past who threatened him with pistols, was Hedda. Hedda clearly keeps Ejlert 

in a fairly high regard, yet she does not refrain from causing him to drink after years 

of abstinence. She seems to enjoy semi-adulterous relationships with men not 

because she admires the men but because she wants to control them. A key method 

in controlling Brack and Ejlert, apparently, is to make them think that she wants to 

keep them in her confidence without letting Tesman know. When Tesman nears the 

couch where she and Ejlert are talking, she quickly changes the subject. 

 At the beginning of Act 3, it is clear that something has gone wrong. The 

women have been up all night. Berte offers to fix the fire, but the selfless Mrs. 

Elvsted urges her to let it die down and save firewood. However, when Hedda 

awakes she demands that the fire be brought back to life. Here, one wonders if the 

climax of the play has been reached, offstage, at Brack's stag party. 

 The matter of Ejlert's manuscript is a curious one. Although Tesman is quite 

anxious to return it, his reasons for picking it up seem feeble. His admission of 

fleeting jealousy confirms the rivalry that was already apparent. This scene also 

evinces Tesman's bookishness, as he characterizes as the highlight of the party the 

moments when he was being read to by Ejlert and nervously refers to the rest of the 

evening as an "orgy." 

 When Hedda murmurs to herself about Ejlert's vine leaves, it is clear that she is 

disappointed and surprised. When she kept telling Mrs. Elvsted that Ejlert would 

return with vine leaves in his hair, she was reassuring not only Mrs. Elvsted but also 

herself. This is one of the few moments of weakness she shows throughout the play. 

The speed with which she comes to her senses and changes her tone is evidence of 

her vigilance in maintaining a calm, controlled exterior, even when she is feeling 

confused on the inside. 

 Hedda asks Brack why he is so forthcoming with information, as if she does not 

see friendship alone as grounds for confidences. Also, her earlier comment about not 

wanting to be controlled makes more sense once she describes Brack as being 

someone who wants to be the "only cock in the yard": although she makes light of it, 

she is clearly threatened by Brack. 
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 Hedda is able to deceive those around her. She has no regard of their thoughts 

and feelings. At one moment she seeks to comfort Ejlert. By seeming to 

understanding his desire to kill himself, she at least seems to sympathize with him. 

Yet she does not seek to prevent his death by returning the manuscript. Instead, she 

burns it, thinking only of venting her own frustrations at the relationship between 

Ejlert and Mrs. Elvsted. Her willingness to give him one of her father's pistols shows 

that she thinks of Ejlert more as an object than as a person; she wants him to die 

beautifully. 

 Aunt Julle's final appearance in the play is intensely ironic. At the beginning of 

the play, when Aunt Julle first visited, the room was bright with morning—but 

Hedda immediately said that it was too bright and closed the window. Now, largely 

because of Hedda's actions—her cold treatment of others, her encouragement of 

Ejlert in his suicide, her burning of the manuscript--the room has been "darkened" in 

a symbolic sense, while also becoming literally dark with the fall of evening and the 

donning of the black clothes of mourning. Aunt Julle's cheerful suggestions that 

Hedda might be pregnant seem wildly naive in light of all that has transpired. 

 When Tesman approves of Hedda's decision not to give the manuscript back to 

Ejlert, it becomes increasingly clear that he half hopes the manuscript will never be 

returned. All the same, his conscious intentions seem to be good, until he learns that 

Hedda has burned the manuscript. At this news, he avoids the question of whether 

this was right or wrong, instead focusing on how much Hedda must love him. The 

fact that this joy repulses Hedda only shows how wildly inaccurate his assumptions 

were. It remains unclear what she was about to tell him, but given Aunt Julle's hints 

at pregnancy, it is easy to think that she was with child. More likely perhaps, she was 

going to tell Tesman about Ejlert's imminent death. 

 Hedda's interest in how Ejlert died proves that she cares more for the beauty of 

his death than for his well-being. This is contrasted by the behavior of Mrs. Elvsted, 

who is deeply sad. 

 Tesman's desire to dedicate his life to reconstructing Ejlert's manuscript shows 

the fickleness and smallness of his character. A few moments earlier, he had been 

elated that Hedda would destroy the manuscript, but now he is horrified that Ejlert is 

dead, and he is eager to restore the manuscript. It seems that he always tries to act 

appropriately, whatever the situation, regardless of over-arching principle. Also, it is 
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possible that he is eager to work with Mrs. Elvsted. Earlier, in Act 1, Hedda hints 

that Mrs. Elvsted may have been involved with Tesman at some earlier date. At any 

rate, when Tesman plans for he and Mrs. Elvsted to meet daily at his Aunt's to work, 

one cannot help but imagine an affair, given that Mrs. Elvsted also met her current 

husband by coming to work for him. Hedda hints at this possibility when she says 

she is sure Mrs. Elvsted will inspire Tesman. 

 Hedda is first disgusted when she is repulsed by Tesman's joy. She is disgusted 

once again when she learns of the ugliness of Ejlert's death. She commits suicide in 

the belief that there is no escape from a disappointing life. At the end of Act 1, 

Hedda goes to play with her pistols out of boredom. Once again, she has turned to 

her pistols to alleviate her world-weariness and sense of tedium. 

 It is fitting that the title of the play is Hedda's maiden name, Hedda Gabler. The 

play is to a large extent about the formerly aristocratic Hedda's inability to adjust to 

the bourgeois life into which she has married. Her tragedy lies not only in her own 

suicide but in her desire that Ejlert should have a "beautiful" suicide. She is amused 

by how much Tesman worries about making a living. 

 This aristocratic privileging of "aesthetic" matters causes Hedda to feel very 

unsympathetic to Tesman. She doesn't allow him to use the word "we" to describe 

the two of them. It also allows her to feel little guilt when "cheating on" him, if only 

on an emotional level, with Ejlert and Judge Brack. Her values, based on an aesthetic 

standard rather than the moral standard to which her husband conforms, are beyond 

Tesman's control or even his understanding. As a result, he cannot predict her 

actions. At the same time, however, Hedda's apparent pregnancy draws attention to 

the tragic nature of her quest. She continually denies the inevitable. 

 The rest of the male characters are more or less in love with Hedda, perhaps 

because of her almost decadent sense of beauty. Brack wants to establish a private 

relationship with her, parallel to her relationship with Tesman, and Ejlert dearly 

hopes that she shares his "passion for life." She finds both of these ideas silly, openly 

rejecting Ejlert's notion and teasing Brack by saying that he wants to be "the cock of 

the walk." Even Mrs. Elvsted feels intimidated by Hedda. Because of this popularity, 

she is the most powerful character. She toys with others because she can find no 

solace or entertainment in life. Indeed, Hedda's power is so far-reaching that her own 
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self-destruction leads almost inevitably to the destruction of the other characters' 

lives. 

4.7  Summary 

 In this unit, we have read about the General Topic “Realism in Drama” and 

about the life and works of Henrik Ibsen, the plot and characters used by him in his 

play Hedda Gabler, etc. We have also critically analyzed the play. 

 All these points, no doubt, would be fruitful to you. They will enhance your 

understanding of the play.  Read the original text and refer to the critical books on 

Ibsen and his plays. 

4.8  Check Your Progress: 

 Answer in one word/phrase/sentence. 

1. To which school of literature Ibsen made his contribution? 

2. Mention the Latin author under whose influence Ibsen wrote his first play? 

3. What kind of work Ibsen did at the age of fifteen? 

4. Mention the name of Ibsen’s wife. 

5. Mention the year in which Ibsen completed Hedda Gabler. 

6. Who is Tesman's old academic rival? 

7. Who has brought gossip from town? 

8. Who refers to the manuscript as the child of Ejlert and Mrs. Elvsted? 

9. Whose death is mourned by everyone by wearing black? 

10. What does Hedda do at the end of the play? 

11. What was Gabler, Hedda’s father? 

12. In which subject Tesman hopes for a professorship? 

13. Who lives with the ailing Aunt Rina? 

14. Who is a notorious alcoholic? 

15. Who acts as Ejlert’s personal secretary?  

16. Mention the terms used by Hedda to describe Brack. 
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4.9  Terms to Remember: 

• apothecary : pharmacist 

• stultifying :  boring 

• allusions : indirect references to earlier pieces of literature 

• aristocratic : upper-class 

• bourgeois : affluent middle class  

• rival : competitor 

• gossip : rumor 

• stag party : for men only, and often involving activities that would not be 

felt appropriate when women are present 

• fabulous : extraordinary 

• mourning : sorrow over the loss of somebody 

• invalid : somebody with persistent disease 

• prospects : future 

• unpredictable : erratic, impulsive 

• implacable : merciless, pitiless 

• amiable : good-natured 

• notorious : infamous 

• abstinence : moderation 

• evinces : reveals 

• orgy : party 

4.10 Answer to Check Your Progress: 

1. Realism 

2. Cicero 

3. An apprentice to an apothecary 
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4. Susannah Thoresen 

5. 1890 

6. Ejlert Lövborg 

7. Judge Brack 

8. Hedda 

9. Aunt Rina’s 

10. She shoots herself. 

11. General 

12. History 

13. Juliane Tesman, or Aunt Julle 

14. Ejlert Lövborg 

15. Mrs. Elvsted 

16. “only cock in the yard” 

4.11 Exercises: 

A) Answer the following: 

 1.  Bring out the outline of the play Hedda Gabler. 

 2.  Comment on the significance of the title Hedda Gabler by Ibsen. 

 3. Sketch the character of the protagonist, Hedda Gabler, in Hedda Gabler. 

 4. ‘The play is not a tragedy of a protagonist as such, but it is a general 

tragedy.’ Discuss. 

 5. Hedda Gabler is an example of realist drama. Explain. 

B) Write short notes. 

 1.  Jürgen Tesman   

 2.  The Title of the Play 

 3.  Realism in Drama 

 4.  The relationship between Hedda and Brack 
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 5. The symbols used in the play Hedda Gabler 

4.12 Further readings: 
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Estimate. Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1953. 

3. Marker, Frederick J. Marker, Lise-Zone. Ibsen’s Lively Art: A Performance 

Study of the Major Plays. Cambridge University Press, 1989. 

4. Meyer, Michael Leverson. “Introduction.” The Wild Duck and Hedda Gabler. 

W. W. Norton & Company, 1997. 

5. Paris, Bernard. Imagined Human Beings: A Psychological Approach to 

Character and Conflict in Literature. New York: New York University Press, 

1997. 
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